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ABSTRACT

IZA DP No. 15611 SEPTEMBER 2022

Intergenerational Mobility in the Land of 
Inequality*

We provide the first estimates of intergenerational income mobility for a developing 

country, namely Brazil. We measure formal income from tax and employment registries, and 

we train machine learning models on census and survey data to predict informal income. 

The data reveal a much higher degree of persistence than previous estimates available for 

developed economies: a 10 percentile increase in parental income rank is associated with a 

5.5 percentile increase in child income rank, and persistence is even higher in the top 5%. 

Children born to parents in the first income quintile face a 46% chance of remaining at 

the bottom when adults. We validate these estimates using two novel mobility measures 

that rank children and parents without the need to impute informal income. We document 

substantial heterogeneity in mobility across individual characteristics – notably gender and 

race – and across Brazilian regions. Leveraging children who migrate at different ages, we 

estimate that causal place effects explain 57% of the large spatial variation in mobility. 

Finally, assortative mating plays a strong role in household income persistence, and parental 

income is also strongly associated with several key long-term outcomes such as education, 

teenage pregnancy, occupation, mortality, and victimization.
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1 Introduction

Intergenerational mobility (IGM) is a long-standing interest in social sciences and the

public debate. The extent to which children’s opportunities are determined by their

parents’ income is a relevant question from both equity and e�ciency perspectives.

Moreover, evidence on the actual degree of IGM can shift preferences for redistributive

policies, as recently shown by Alesina et al. (2018).

However, accurately measuring IGM is challenging, as it requires linking incomes

across generations for a large number of individuals. This was recently made possible

by the increasing availability of population registry data for the US and a few other

high-income countries (e.g., see Chetty et al., 2014; Acciari et al., 2021; Bratberg

et al., 2017; Connolly et al., 2019; Deutscher and Mazumder, 2020; Heidrich, 2017;

Helsø, 2021). However, similar data are typically not available for medium- and low-

income economies where, in addition, labor informality is more widespread. At the

same time, understanding IGM is arguably most relevant in such contexts, which are

typically characterized by high inequality and poverty, and weak welfare systems.

In this paper, we estimate IGM in Brazil, a large developing country displaying

extreme inequality in socioeconomic conditions; in 2019, the Gini index was as high as

0.53, the 9th highest worldwide. Previous evidence of a positive relationship between

inequality and intergenerational persistence of income – the “Great Gatsby Curve”,

as labeled by Krueger (2012) – suggests that social mobility may be particularly low

in Brazil.

Indeed, there is extensive evidence of Brazilian families holding fortunes and po-

sitions of power for centuries, such as the “Quatrocentão” (“four-hundred-years”)

families in the State of São Paulo. These families descend directly from the Por-

tuguese colonizers who landed in the 16th century to search for gold mines and trade

indigenous people as slaves. In turn, early genealogical studies by Leme (1905) and

Vasconcelos (1918) portray the persistence of elite families over centuries in Brazil.

However, we know very little about the actual extent of intergenerational income

mobility in Brazil beyond this largely anecdotal evidence.

To conduct our analysis, we combine rich individual-level data from multiple

population-wide administrative registries and large-scale surveys, including unique

tax and residential address data supplied by the Brazilian tax authority for the first

time for research purposes. In addition to estimating IGM at the national level, these



data allow us to document in detail how income mobility varies by groups and fine

geographical units, and to study the role of causal place e↵ects for upward mobility.

Importantly, we develop several methods to address two key challenges in the

estimation of IGM in Brazil that are common to other developing countries. First,

family links for the entire population are not readily available in any single registry, for

which reason we combine di↵erent administrative datasets to link parents to children

at the individual level. Second, a significant portion of the Brazilian economy is

informal, and informal income is not reported in administrative registries (as of 2019,

almost one in two Brazilian workers are employed in the informal sector, see IBGE,

2019). To address this challenge, we train machine learning (ML) models on rich,

large-scale survey data to impute informal income in our main sample.1 Our main

dataset eventually provides total income – the sum of formal and informal income –

for a large, representative sample of 1.3 million children born between 1988-1990 as

well as both of their parents.

We use these data to estimate linear regressions of the percentile income rank of

children on the rank of their parents in the national income distribution. Following

Chetty et al. (2014), we focus on the slope coe�cient of the rank-rank regression

as our main measure of (inverse) relative mobility : the steeper the slope, the lower

the relative mobility. We also calculate the expected rank of children born to below-

median income parents, which we use as our main measure of absolute mobility.

The estimated slope coe�cient equals 0.55, meaning that a 10 percentile increase

in parental income is associated with an average 5.5 percentile increase in child in-

come during adulthood. There is stronger persistence at the very top of the income

distribution, portraying the success of rich Brazilian families in maintaining their

economic status across generations. In terms of absolute mobility, children born to

below-median income parents are expected to reach the 35th income percentile in

adulthood. A transition matrix between parental and child income quintiles shows

that only 2.5% of children born to parents in the bottom quintile surge to the top

quintile, and only 4% of those born to parents in the top quintile fall to the bottom

quintile. In turn, almost one in two children born in the bottom and top quintiles

remain at the same quintiles when adults. We show that our main results are unaf-

fected by several robustness checks that address measurement and estimation issues,

1We use a similar approach to impute formal non-labor income – namely, formal income other
than labor such as dividends and capital gains – for time periods when tax data are not available.
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notably sample selection, attenuation, and life-cycle bias.

Our methodology is crucial for obtaining these results. We show that relying

exclusively on administrative data results in a much flatter rank-rank regression,

whereby the slope equals .35, similar to US mobility levels (Chetty et al., 2014).

Such attenuation reflects measurement error due to administrative data neglecting

informal income for a large share of individuals at the bottom of the distribution

and also, in some years, formal non-labor income (i.e., dividends and other types of

capital income). In addition, we provide evidence that our data-driven predictions

for income unreported in administrative data are highly accurate. In particular, a

simulation exercise indicates that any measurement error arising from the imputation

process leads only to a quantitatively small attenuation bias in income persistence.

Our main findings are also robust to using two alternative, novel approaches that

rank parents and children without the need to impute unobserved income compo-

nents. The first method exploits the fact that Brazilian workers move very frequently

between formal and informal jobs (Ulyssea, 2018, 2020). Accordingly, this approach

ranks them on the average income earned during long periods of formal employ-

ment, which is precisely recorded in administrative employment data, as a measure

of individual-specific “productivity”. The second approach ranks parents and chil-

dren on a “neighborhood-based” income measure, defined by the average (formal)

income across 300 thousand census tracts, leveraging data on more than 500 mil-

lion residential addresses. The rationale for this second approach is that residential

choices strongly correlate with socioeconomic status, particularly in highly unequal

contexts such as the Brazilian one. Each method has advantages and disadvantages,

but the rank-rank curve estimated using either of these two approaches is largely

consistent with the one obtained using our baseline method. Importantly, these al-

ternative approaches may be viable in other contexts characterized by a paucity of

data on informal income.

Although comparisons of IGM estimates across countries must be interpreted with

caution (Bratberg et al., 2017; Heckman and Landersø, 2021), social mobility in Brazil

appears to be much lower than in any other country for which similar estimates are

available. In particular, the rank-rank slope is estimated at 0.34 in the US (Chetty et

al., 2014), and ranges from 0.19 to 0.22 in Australia, Canada, Italy, and Scandinavian

countries (Acciari et al., 2021; Bratberg et al., 2017; Connolly et al., 2019; Deutscher

and Mazumder, 2020; Heidrich, 2017; Helsø, 2021). Figure 1 plots these estimates
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against the Gini index of income inequality. The graph conveys two important facts:

first, both intergenerational persistence of income and inequality are much higher in

Brazil than the other (richer) countries; and second, Brazil lies perfectly on the Great

Gatsby Curve depicted by other countries.2

Figure 1: The Great Gatsby Curve
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Notes: The figure plots the relationship between the Gini index (horizontal axis) and relative mobility (vertical axis)

using this paper’s estimates for Brazil and available rank-based mobility estimates for developed countries. The

latter are obtained from Deutscher and Mazumder (2020) (Australia), Connolly et al. (2019) (Canada), Helsø (2021)

(Denmark), Acciari et al. (2021) (Italy), Bratberg et al. (2017) (Norway), Heidrich (2017) (Sweden), and Chetty et

al. (2014) (US).

Within Brazil, upward mobility widely varies based on individual characteristics,

notably gender and race. A girl born to below-median income parents ranks on

average 14 percentiles below boys born with the same parental income, and this gap

is una↵ected when we restrict the comparison to siblings. In turn, whites rank on

average 7 percentiles above non-whites with the same parental income, and the gap is

larger for below-median income families. While these results are broadly in line with

previous evidence on di↵erences in IGM by race in the US (Davis and Mazumder,

2018; Chetty et al., 2020), they are all the more remarkable in the context of Brazil,

where non-whites are not a minority group but instead represent about half of the

population.

We also document a large degree of assortative mating in Brazil. For instance,

college-educated individuals are about 3.5 times more likely to marry other graduates

2See Corak (2013) for a discussion on the factors driving the relationship between inequality and
income mobility. In line with previous evidence for the US and Italy (see, respectively, Chetty et
al., 2014; Acciari et al., 2021), we also document a within-country Great Gatsby Curve, as mobility
is inversely correlated with income inequality across Brazilian areas.
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relative to a counterfactual scenario in which mating is fully random. In turn, assor-

tative mating plays an important role for household-level IGM. If mating was indeed

random, absolute and relative mobility would increase by 16% and 42%, respectively,

in our sample.

We also explore the association of parental income with a broad array of long-

term outcomes. Children born to poorer parents are at higher risk of dying at an

early age, experiencing teen pregnancy, being the victim of a crime, and receiving

social assistance from the government. In turn, the same children receive less formal

education, and are less likely to be firm owners and find employment in prestigious

occupations (e.g., as a lawyer or doctor). These results uncover patterns of welfare

persistence across generations along several dimensions beyond individual income.

Finally, we show that social mobility dramatically varies across the vast and

heterogeneous Brazilian territory, unveiling a mobility divide between the wealthier

Center-South regions and the poorer Northern regions. Southern regions colonized

by European immigrants in the late XIX century and Center-Western regions that re-

cently experienced a “soy boom-driven” economic growth exhibit the highest degrees

of upward mobility. At the opposite, children born to below-median income parents

in the Amazon or Northeast semi-arid regions face the worst outcomes in the country.

When correlating absolute mobility with an array of local characteristics across

Brazilian regions, education quality has by far the strongest predictive power, followed

by indicators on family structure, demographics (including the racial composition),

household characteristics and the local infrastructure. These factors partially overlap

with those found for the US and Italy as key mobility predictors (Chetty and Hendren,

2018b; Acciari et al., 2021). Nonetheless, in Brazil education quality stands out as

the single most important factor. Although entirely correlational, this analysis may

o↵er insights for an emerging body of literature studying mobility determinants (e.g.,

see Biasi, 2023; Derenoncourt, 2022; Mountjoy, 2021).

Motivated by these stark regional divides, we estimate causal place e↵ects on

absolute mobility leveraging variation in age at move among the children of migrating

families (Chetty and Hendren, 2018a). Movers converge linearly to the income of

permanent residents in the destination area at a rate of 2.4% per year of childhood

exposure, meaning that children moving at birth to a place where they are expected to

rank 10 percentiles higher will increase their rank by 5.76 percentiles on average due
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to causal place e↵ects.3 Hence, these e↵ects explain more than half of the regional

di↵erences in absolute mobility across Brazil. These results are una↵ected when

comparing siblings moving at di↵erent ages, thus absorbing selection into migration

and other family-e↵ects. In turn, overidentification tests show that movers’ outcomes

converge to those of permanent residents from their same cohort, gender, and race,

providing compelling evidence that we indeed identify causal place e↵ects.

We contribute to a recent body of literature estimating IGM using rich adminis-

trative registries in di↵erent countries. Starting with the seminal paper by Chetty et

al. (2014) in the US, this literature has focused exclusively on rich countries, mainly

due to data constraints (Alesina et al., 2018, review existing estimates for five devel-

oped economies).4 We are the first to measure income mobility in a large developing

country characterized by high inequality and widespread poverty leveraging detailed

population-wide data. This setting allows us to characterize mobility patterns across

di↵erent groups and fine geographical areas, and to study several long-term outcomes

beyond income. Instead, previous analyses for developing countries have largely been

based on survey data, or they have used education as a proxy for income due to data

limitations and the prevalence of informality (e.g., see Alesina et al., 2021; Asher et

al., 2021; Ferreira and Veloso, 2003; Mahlmeister et al., 2017; Dunn, 2007; Leone,

2018; Meneses, 2020; Narayan et al., 2018).5

Our second contribution is thus methodological, as we devise new approaches to

overcome such measurement challenges. In particular, we show how supervised ML

can be used to predict informal income, we propose simulation exercises to quantity

potential biases due to remaining measurement error, and we develop two novel meth-

ods for ranking parents and children on economic status without the need to impute

informal income. These tools can be adapted to estimate IGM in other countries –

including many developed economies – that are also characterized by a large informal

sector.6

3In this analysis, we measure income at the age of 24. Hence, exposure from birth to the age of
24 implies a 24⇥ 2.4% = 57.6% convergence.

4Solon (1999) and Black et al. (2011) review previous studies relying mainly on household surveys,
while Blanden (2013) and Björklund and Jäntti (2020) consider alternative approaches.

5On the relationship between informality and economic development, see, e.g., La Porta and
Shleifer (2014) and Ulyssea (2020).

6Medina and Schneider (2018) estimate that, during the period 1991-2015, one fourth of Italian
GDP is produced in the informal economy, and the size of the informal sector accounts for as much
as 15% of GDP in countries like Canada, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden.
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Finally, we contribute to the literature studying the impact of places on social

mobility (e.g. Chetty and Hendren, 2018a,b; Deutscher, 2020) and – more broadly

– long-term outcomes (e.g. Chetty et al., 2016; Chyn, 2018; Damm and Dustmann,

2014). Our estimates of causal place e↵ects – the first ones available for a devel-

oping country – confirm that heterogeneity of opportunities across areas explains a

large portion of the total variation in intergenerational mobility, in line with previous

evidence from the US and other rich countries.7

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces

the Brazilian context, followed by Section 3 describing our data, family linkage and

income measurement methods, and our main IGM measures. Section 4 presents our

main IGM estimates at the national level and by subgroups. We explore geographic

variation in mobility in Section 5 and estimate causal place e↵ects in Section 6.

Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Institutional Background

Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world by area and the sixth by population size,

hosting nearly one-third of the population in Latin America. The country comprises

27 states and 5,570 municipalities. It has historically been characterized by extreme

socioeconomic inequality. In 1990 – roughly the period when our cohorts of children

were born – the Gini index was as high as 0.60, placing Brazil as the fifth most

unequal country in the world, and the first one outside Africa. Although inequality

has subsequently followed a mildly decreasing trend, the Gini index remained as high

as 0.53 in 2019. According to o�cial estimates, the top 10% of the population holds

43% of the country’s income (IBGE, 2019), compared to 31% in the US, 29% in

China, and around 25% in European countries.8

The country’s colonial past, characterized by the boom and bust of short-spanned

extractive economic cycles and over 350 years of slavery, bestowed strong regional and

social disparities. For instance, GDP per capita is about 40% lower in the Northern

regions relative to the more developed Center-South, and the gap in income per

capita between white and non-white households is over 35%. Non-whites represent

7The review by Chyn and Katz (2021) shows that evidence on place e↵ects is largely confined to
the US and a few other rich countries, with Carrillo et al. (2022) being a notable exception in South
Africa.

8Estimates based on the World Bank’s Poverty and Inequality Platform (World Bank, 2021).
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nearly half of the population but account for 64% of the unemployed, 67% of the

incarcerated population, and 75% of the beneficiaries of Bolsa Famı́lia cash transfers.

The homicide rate ranges from above 50 per 100k inhabitants in poorer states such

as Roraima and Ceará to below 12 in the richest states such as São Paulo and Santa

Catarina. These facts further motivate an analysis of mobility across subgroups and

geographical areas.

Like in most low- and middle-income countries, the labor market is characterized

by a large degree of informality. Labor turnover is also very high, with 70% of formal

jobs lasting less than a year, and it is common for workers to turnover between the

formal and informal sector (Ulyssea, 2018, 2020). In line with this, 82.8% of men

in our data have held at least one formal job over their lifetime, but about 40% of

workers are employed in the informal sector in a given year. For the purpose of our

analysis, it is thus crucial to appropriately measure informal income.

The bulk of income taxes in Brazil is collected on formal labor income, although

around half of formal workers are fully exempted from filing income taxes because

they earn below the first tax bracket (BRL 22,847 in 2019).9,10 For the same reason,

most informal workers would not pay taxes even if they had an o�cial contract, since

the majority of them earn below the first tax bracket. Dividends are fully exempted

from income taxes.11

Individual income taxes are exclusively levied by the federal government and

marginal tax rates range from 7.5% to 27.5%. Tax filings are mandatory for in-

dividuals with earnings above the first tax bracket, for all firm owners and for all

individuals with any capital gains, any stock market operations, or property wealth

above BRL 300,000.12 Individuals filing taxes must report all (formal) income sources,

including tax-exempted ones.

9Throughout the paper, we refer to BRL at 2019 prices. In 2019, the purchasing power parity
rate was 2.28 relative to the US dollar.

10For instance, in 2015 only slightly more than 27 million tax forms were filled in a universe of
over 60 million formal workers.

11For simplicity, throughout the paper we refer to all types of withdrawals by firm owners as
dividends.

12Starting in 2010, a small share of firm owners receiving dividends below 40,000 BRL were no
longer required to file taxes.
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3 Data and measurement

Following the recent literature (e.g. Dahl and DeLeire, 2008; Chetty et al., 2014; Ac-

ciari et al., 2021), we measure social mobility by the relationship between the income

rank of children and their parents’. In turn, this approach requires (i) linking one or

more cohorts of children to parents at the individual level, and (ii) measuring their

individual income. Constructing such data for Brazil faces two main challenges, which

are common in the context of developing countries. First, comprehensive registries of

family links (of the type available, e.g., for Scandinavian countries) are not readily

available for Brazil. Second, a large portion of income is earned in the informal econ-

omy and, as such, it is not reported in administrative registries. We next describe how

we overcome these challenges by combining several sources of individual-level data to

recover family relationships, and training supervised ML models on large-scale survey

data to impute informal income.

3.1 Family links

We aim to link each child’s unique person code (CPF ) to their parents’. Our starting

point is dependent claims in individual tax returns data for the 2006-2020 period,

provided by the Brazilian tax authority (Receita Federal do Brasil). Parents report

children aged 0-24 for the purpose of tax deductions, in which case we can directly

link them to each other through the unique person codes available in these data.13

However, only one-third of Brazilians – mainly in the upper part of the income dis-

tribution – file taxes every year (unlike in the context of rich countries, where much

larger shares of the population file taxes). Therefore, we rely on additional data

sources to link children who are not claimed by their parents in the tax data.

We link unclaimed children to their mothers using the Brazilian person registry

(Cadastro de Pessoas F́ısicas), which covers the entire population and is provided by

the Brazilian tax authority. All individuals are identified by their person code, full

name, and mother’s full name. If the mother can be uniquely identified by her name

– as is the case for 52% of Brazilians – we link the child’s person code to her mother’s

based on the mother’s name.14 Since fathers’ names are not available in the person

13Children aged 22-24 can only be reported if they are enrolled in technical school or higher
education.

14The share of individuals with a unique name in the country is large because Brazilians typically
carry one or more surnames from both their parents. These individuals are easily identified in
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registry, we rely on a welfare registry (Cadastro Único) to link children to their fathers.

The registry covers around two-thirds of the Brazilian population and contains the

father’s name for all individuals, along with person codes.15 Since it provides the

informative basis for administering social programs such as Bolsa Famı́lia, the registry

mainly covers the low and middle parts of the income distribution. We implement the

same procedure as before, linking children to their fathers conditional on the father

having a unique name in the country, so that we can precisely identify his person

code.

Overall, 49% and 25% of the children of the 1988-1990 cohorts can be linked to

their mother and father, respectively.16 Our main sample is defined by 1.34 million

children who can be linked to both parents, accounting for around 15% of the entire

1988-1990 cohorts.

In Appendix A.1, we report the share of children from each cohort who can be

linked to each parent using the procedure described above and present an extended

sample based on a less conservative linkage procedure, which we use for robustness.

In Appendix A.2, we show that our main sample is fairly representative of the pop-

ulation in terms of several individual characteristics, given that our procedure relies

on complementary data sources covering di↵erent parts of the income distribution,

namely tax registry on the upper part of the income distribution, person registry on

the entire distribution (for mothers), and welfare registry on the lower and middle

part of the distribution (for fathers). We also show that our main findings are robust

to using additional cohorts and re-weighting the sample to eliminate any remaining

di↵erences in characteristics between our working sample and the general population.

3.2 Income

Our baseline estimates of social mobility rank children and parents on total income,

defined as the sum of formal and informal income. Accounting for informal income is

the person registry as the latter includes both names and person codes. Britto et al. (2022) show
that individuals with unique names do not strongly di↵er from the overall population along several
characteristics.

15We combine yearly snapshots of this registry for the 2011-2020 period, with 135.6 million indi-
viduals in total.

16Using younger cohorts reduces the period in which we can measure their income as adults,
whereas using earlier cohorts reduces our sample because tax data on dependent claims starts in
2006. Nevertheless, we show in Appendix B.1.A that our main findings remain similar when using
additional cohorts.
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crucial given the large size of the informal labor market (about 40% of all jobs). For

this purpose, we develop a novel approach leveraging rich, large-scale survey data and

ML methods to estimate income that cannot be readily observed in administrative

data.

Formal income. Tax records cover all sources of formal income, including both

labor and non-labor components, earned by an individual in a given year.17 However,

tax data are not always available for two reasons: first, only about one-third of

Brazilians file taxes each year; and second, tax data are available from 2006 onwards,

limiting our ability to measure parental income until our main sample cohorts – born

in 1988-1990 – are aged 16-18.18

Whenever tax records are unavailable for a given individual in a given year, we

measure formal income as the sum of a labor and non-labor component. The first

component – formal labor income – is directly available from administrative employ-

ment data covering the population of formal jobs for the 1985-2019 period (Relação

Anual de Informações Sociais, RAIS).19 The second component – formal non-labor

income – includes dividends, rents, interests, and capital gains, which are not avail-

able in administrative registries other than tax data. We thus follow an imputation

procedure to predict formal non-labor income leveraging survey data sources. The

procedure is the same one used to input informal income, which we describe next.

Informal income. While the Brazilian administrative registries allow us to accu-

rately measure formal income, they do not contain – by their very nature – any infor-

mation on informal income. We measure the latter using individual-level data from

two large-scale surveys: the Pesquisa Nacional por Amostra de Domićılios (PNAD),

a large longitudinal household survey covering about 400,000 individuals per year for

the 1992-2019 period; and Population Census surveys covering 10% of the population

in 1991, 2000, and 2010. Both surveys are collected by the Brazilian Institute of

Geography and Statistics (IBGE), which has a long tradition of measuring informal

income for the purpose of estimating national aggregates that account for the large

uno�cial sector.
17This also includes tax-exempted income, since all sources of (formal) income must be reported

in tax filings.
18We show that our results remain similar when measuring parental income only for years when

tax data are available (Section B.1).
19RAIS has been extensively used in previous research on the Brazilian labor market, see e.g.

Ferraz et al. (2015) and Gerard and Gonzaga (2021).
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We impute informal income based on a rich array of individual characteristics

available in both administrative registries and the survey data. This is a typical

prediction problem, for which reason we use random forests (RF), a supervised ML

algorithm that endogenously splits the space of covariates to generate predictions for

a given outcome. Specifically, we implement the algorithm developed by Athey et al.

(2019), see Appendix A.3 for details.

We grow a separate RF to predict informal income in each year from 1991 to

2019 using survey data as training datasets. The vector of predictors includes a

wide array of individual characteristics: state of residence (27), a dummy identifying

metropolitan regions, gender, age, race (white vs. non-white), education dummies

(4), and occupation category (dummies for formal worker, formally self-employed,

and firm owner, while informal workers are the residual category).

After training the model, we predict informal income for all individuals in our

main sample, including formal workers and owners who may earn part of their total

income in the informal sector. We repeat the same process for estimating formal

non-labor income, which is necessary for measuring total formal income when tax

data are not available. Appendix A.3 provides details on the estimated model. The

error in predicting income out-of-sample is very small, in line with similar exercises

in the literature (e.g., Friedberg et al., 2021).

Nevertheless, the prediction exercise naturally entails some degree of measure-

ment error that may bias our mobility estimates. In Section 4.1, we propose a novel

simulation exercise to quantify such potential bias. This exercise supports the no-

tion that measurement error leads only to attenuation bias – consistent with classical

measurement error – and that such bias is quantitatively small.

Main sample. In the main analysis, we measure the income of children born in

1988-1990 in the period 2015-2019, when they are 25-31 years old, and relate it to

the income of their parents at the time when children were 3-18 years old.20 For

both children and parents, we focus on the average annual income throughout the

measurement period. The median parental and child annual income is BRL 47,068

20Three years old is the earliest age at which we can measure parental income for our oldest cohort
born in 1988, since survey data in the format that we use is available from 1991. In turn, we measure
child income setting a five-year window as late as possible. Income data from the tax authority cover
children in our main cohorts over the period 2015-2019, and their parents over the period 2006-2010.
In addition, RAIS data are available until 2019. In Appendix B.1, we provide robustness exercises
showing that our main results are not a↵ected by life-cycle bias and alternative income definitions.
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and BRL 19,730, respectively, while the share of total income held by the top decile

is around 40% for both populations. Table 1 displays descriptive statistics for the full

sample and separately by gender and race.

Figure 2 shows that the distribution of total income in our sample matches well

the distribution of total income in the PNAD survey. This is a remarkable result,

given that the latter distribution relies exclusively on survey data for a smaller, repre-

sentative sample of the population, while we measure total income for a much larger

number of individuals using administrative data on formal income and data-driven

methods to impute other sources of income.

Table 1: Income Distribution Statistics

Parents Children

5% 50% 95% 5% 50% 95%

All 16,044 47,068 249,468 8,515 19,730 102,068

Males 9,509 31,997 193,521 10,604 22,226 117,414

Females 5,202 13,046 64,874 7,736 16,005 87,762

White 19,906 53,931 282,546 10,419 22,274 111,560

Non-white 13,797 32,917 187,921 7,388 16,267 81,658

Notes: The table reports the income at the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles of both parents and children. The
first row refers to the entire sample, while the other rows present separate statistics by gender and race. In the
columns for “Parents”, the entries for “Males” and “Females” report individual incomes of fathers and mothers,
respectively, while all other entries report household income. The columns for “Children” always report individual
income. All amounts are displayed in 2019 BRL.
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Figure 2: Income Distribution
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(b) Fathers
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(c) Mothers
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Notes: The graphs compare the income distribution in our main sample (blue dots) and in the PNAD survey (red

triangles), separately for children, fathers, and mothers. The PNAD sample includes “children” born in 1988-1990

that were interviewed in the wave 2019, and “parents” of children born in 1988-1990 that were interviewed in the

wave 2005. PNAD sample weights are used to compute the income distribution in PNAD data.

3.3 Alternative approaches to rank incomes

Imputing informal income is crucial for correctly ranking children and parents in their

respective distributions, yet any imputation method entails in principle some degree

of measurement error. We thus introduce two alternative, novel metrics that rank

parents and children on economic status while waiving the need for imputing income.

Productivity-based measure. The key insight motivating our first approach is

that a large share of individuals in Brazil frequently turnover between the formal and

informal sector. In particular, about 80% of individuals in our main sample hold
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at least one formal job throughout their career. We thus rank individuals based on

the average income earned during employment spells in the formal labor market as

a measure of their individual-specific productivity. The underlying assumption be-

hind this approach is that the average productivity during employment spells in the

formal sector – as measured by formal earnings – is a reasonable proxy for individ-

ual productivity when employed in the informal sector. The key advantage of this

productivity-based method is that it only requires high-quality data on formal jobs.

Neighborhood-based measure. Our second approach ranks parents and children

based on the average income in the census tract in which they reside. Census tracts are

small geographical areas designed to cover homogeneous groups of about 400 families

throughout the country. The rationale for this measure is that residential choices

are strongly correlated with income, particularly in poorer countries characterized by

high inequality and socioeconomic spatial segregation. In addition, neighborhoods

have a major impact on living standards and access to opportunities, as determined

by access to public goods, job opportunities, and exposure to violence (e.g., see Bilal

and Rossi-Hansberg, 2021; Card et al., 2021). In our data, variation between census

tracts explain 29% of total variation in formal labor income. Another important

advantage of this measure is that it may better capture the high living standards of

individuals benefiting from inherited wealth or living on in-kind and informal family

donations.

To implement this strategy, we geocode unique data from the Brazilian tax au-

thority that track residential addresses for the entire population in the 2000-2020

period – a total of more than 500 million addresses – and assign them to a census

tract using shape files provided by IBGE.21 We then measure the average income in

each location as the average labor income of residents holding formal jobs.

3.4 Mobility measures and other outcomes

Following the recent literature (e.g., Chetty et al., 2014; Acciari et al., 2021), we

focus on the relationship between children and parents’ income ranks, as originally

proposed by Dahl and DeLeire (2008). Since this relationship tends to be linear, it

can be summarized by a few statistical parameters that can be compared across areas

21Specifically, we consider the place of residence for children in 2000, when they are aged 10-12,
and the place where they live when adults in 2019.
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and groups. Specifically, we estimate the following linear regression:

yi = ↵ + �pi + ✏i (1)

where yi and pi are, respectively, the income percentile rank of child i and her parents’

at the national level, ordered from 1 to 100. Child ranks are measured relative to

their own cohorts, and parents’ ranks are measured relative to other parents with

children from the same cohorts.

The estimated parameters in equation (1) provide us with two IGM measures.

The slope coe�cient � measures the (inverse) relative mobility of children born to

parents who are 1 percentile apart in the parental income distribution. A higher �

means a wider gap between the two, thus implying lower IGM. In a perfectly mobile

society, the rank-rank slope would equal zero as children’s long-term outcomes would

be unrelated to parental income.

The intercept ↵ equals the expected rank for children at the bottom of the parental

income distribution. Combining ↵ and �, one can recover the expected rank for

children born at any point of the income distribution. Following previous literature

(e.g., Chetty et al., 2014), we focus on the expected rank of children born in below-

median income families as our main measure of absolute mobility, which we also

refer to as upward mobility throughout the paper. In turn, the latter equals the

expected rank for children whose parents are in the 25th percentile of the income

distribution (i.e. ↵ + 25 ⇥ �). This measure is particularly useful to characterize

geographical variation in mobility patterns, as it compares the outcomes of children

born in di↵erent regions of the country while holding constant parental income.

In addition, we construct transition matrices from parental income quintiles to

child income quintiles. In particular, we focus on the chances of escaping poverty –

defined as the probability that children born to parents in the bottom quintile do not

belong to the same quintile when adults –, and on the probability that children move

from the bottom to the top quintile of the income distribution within one generation

(Corak and Heisz, 1999).

Finally, we estimate intergenerational income elasticities (IGE), defined by the

correlation of children’s and parents’ log incomes. IGE allows for a comparison with

earlier survey-based studies in Brazil and – more generally – earlier studies of social

mobility (see, e.g., Dunn, 2007; Lee and Solon, 2009; Black et al., 2011). Some disad-

vantages of IGE compared to our main measures are that (i) the log-log relationship
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between parental and child income is typically non-linear, so that it cannot be easily

summarized by a few parameters and compared across di↵erent areas and groups; (ii)

it cannot easily accommodate zero income; and (iii) it is more strongly a↵ected by

life-cycle bias (Nybom and Stuhler, 2017).

We also document the association between parental income and several children’s

long-term outcomes beyond income, namely education, access to prestigious occupa-

tions, victimization, mortality, and teenage pregnancy. In Appendix A.4, we describe

all data sources used in the paper and how we link them to our main sample.

4 Income mobility at the national level

4.1 IGM estimates

Figure 3 plots the average and median income rank in adulthood for children born to

parents in each percentile of the parental income distribution, along with the inter-

quartile range (i.e., the range between the 25th and 75th percentiles of the children’s

income distribution). The ranks are based on our main measure of total income,

described in Section 3.2. The rank-rank relationship is approximately linear, with

the exception of the very top percentiles of the distribution, which exhibit a steeper

slope. Although similar patterns have been documented for Canada, Denmark, Italy,

Norway, Sweden, and the United States (Bratberg et al., 2017; Chetty et al., 2014;

Corak, 2020), for the case of Brazil the change in slope is more concentrated at the

very top of the distribution.
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Figure 3: Baseline Mobility Curve in Brazil
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Notes: The figure shows the relationship between parental and child income ranks at the national level, for our main

sample (1988-1990 cohorts). For each parental income percentile, it plots the mean (blue dots), median (red triangles)

and inter-quartile range (shaded area) of child income rank during 2015-2019, i.e. at the age of 25-31. Parental income

is the sum of the father’s and mother’s average income when children are aged 3-18 years old. The figure also displays

our absolute (↵+ � ⇤ 25) and relative mobility (�) measures based on Equation (1).

The rank-rank slope coe�cient in Equation (1) equals 0.546, meaning that a 10

percentile increase in parental income is associated on average with a 5.46 percentile

increase in children’s income in adulthood. Based on this estimate, it would require

seven generations for a family starting in the 25th percentile to reach the same rank

of a family in the 75th percentile.22

Regarding absolute mobility, a child born to parents in the 25th percentile is

expected to reach the 35th percentile in adulthood. Figure 3 also shows that – even

conditional on parental income – there is considerable variation in children’s outcomes.

22Assuming that permanent income over generations is an AR(1) process, the number of gen-
erations N required for families that are � percentiles apart to converge to the same percentile
solves the equation �N� = 1, where � is the rank-rank slope coe�cient (Acciari et al., 2021). This
back-of-the-envelope calculation might be a lower bound given that recent empirical estimates find a
stronger correlation between the grandparents’ and grandchildren’s incomes than an AR(1) process
would suggest (Lindahl et al., 2015; Braun and Stuhler, 2018).
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Figure 4: Transition Probability Matrix by Quintile
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Notes: The figure shows the probability that children born to parents in a given quintile of the parental income
distribution (horizontal axis) move to a given income quintile in adulthood (vertical axis). Darker red tones indicate
higher probabilities.

For instance, the inter-quartile range of child ranks for parents at the 25th percentile

is [17, 53].

Figure 4 shows the transition matrix between quintiles of the parental and child

income distributions. The probability of raising from the bottom to the top quintile

within one generation is only 2.5%, and the probability of falling from the top to the

bottom is only 4%. In turn, roughly half of the children born in the bottom fail to

escape poverty, remaining at the bottom, and half of the children born in the top

remain at the top.

4.2 Measurement error

In Figure 5, we show that an alternative estimate of the rank-rank curve relying

exclusively on administrative data is considerably flatter than the baseline curve: the

slope coe�cient decreases from .546 to .357. The most likely explanation for this

result is attenuation bias from measurement error, as administrative data neglect

informal income and, also, formal non-labor income in the years for which tax data

are not available. Consistently with this conjecture, measurement error is particularly

strong for informal workers with zero formal income, showing up in a flat pattern over
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the bottom 10% of the parental income distribution. In addition, the inter-quartile

range is substantially larger at the upper side of the parental income distribution,

which is likely due to measurement error from neglecting dividends and other sources

of non-labor income for years in which they are not reported in tax data. Therefore,

imputing all these sources of income unreported in administrative data is crucial for

correctly estimating IGM.

Figure 5: Mobility Curve Comparison: Baseline vs. Administrative Income Data Only
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Notes: The figure shows our baseline mobility curve displayed in Figure 3 (blue dots) and the mobility curve obtained

when solely relying on administrative data sources to measure income (red triangles). For each parental income

percentile, we plot the mean child income rank during 2015-2019, i.e. when the cohorts of children in our main sample

(1988-1990) where aged 25-31, along with the interquartile range. Parental income is the sum of the father’s and

mother’s average income when the child is aged 3-18 years old. For each curve, the figure also displays the estimated

� coe�cient in Equation (1).

At the same time, any imputation will naturally generate some degree of mea-

surement error. While classical measurement error would lead to attenuation bias,

other forms of prediction errors could in principle a↵ect our estimates. To gauge the

direction and magnitude of any potential bias, we simulate errors in the imputation

process by re-sampling the prediction errors estimated in our baseline analysis and

compare the rank-rank curve on simulated data with our baseline estimate.
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Specifically, we set our main sample – used to construct Figure 3 – as our bench-

mark sample, i.e., we treat each income component in this main sample as the ground

truth. We then generate the simulated sample by adding measurement error to pre-

dicted income components in the benchmark sample, namely informal income and

formal non-labor income (when tax data are not available). The error is drawn with

replacement from the actual distribution of prediction errors in our baseline RF mod-

els, i.e., the di↵erence from predicted income values to those reported in the survey

data (see Appendix Figure A.3). Importantly, we stratify this process by year, in-

come deciles, and occupation category, so that the error distribution is allowed to vary

across time and groups. The left panel of Figure 6 shows the mobility curve based

on our benchmark sample, and our simulated sample. Relative to the benchmark,

the simulated curve is slightly flatter, with the rank-rank slope decreasing from .546

to .489 (Sim. I). The same graph shows that these results barely change when we

progressively add individual characteristics to stratify the sampling error – namely,

age and gender (Sim. II), and education and region of residence (Sim. III). Overall,

the attenuation bias is quantitatively small and consistent with classical measurement

error in our main income measures.

So far, the exercise accounts for errors in predicting income reported in the survey

data. However, some degree of reporting error naturally arises in survey data, and

the latter may correlate with income (e.g., see Bound and Krueger, 1991; Bound et

al., 1994). To account for this possibility, we repeat the second part of our simulation

exercise drawing prediction errors from the comparison between predicted income and

a precisely measured counterpart in administrative data. Specifically, we predict for-

mal labor income for our entire benchmark sample using our RF algorithm on survey

data, and draw the error distribution from the di↵erence between these predictions

and the precisely measured counterpart observed in the formal employment data.

As such, the predictions from our RF algorithm are compared to high-quality income

data from administrative registries. The underlying assumption is that the prediction

error for formal income is informative on the error for imputed income that cannot

be observed in the administrative data sources. The right panel of Figure 6 shows the

mobility curve based on our benchmark sample, and our simulated sample following

this refined procedure. Again, the results indicate that the measurement error only

leads to a small degree of attenuation bias, with the rank-rank slope moving from

.546 to .496.
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Figure 6: Measurement error, simulation
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(b) Prediction Errors Relative to Admin Data
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Sim. I: 0.511
Sim. II: 0.496
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Notes: The figure plots simulated mobility curves adding noise to imputed income components (red triangles, green

squares, yellow stars), along with the baseline mobility curves (blue dots). On panel (a), noise is drawn from the

distribution of prediction errors in our RF model, relative to income reported in survey data, while on panel (b)

measurement error is drawn from the distribution of prediction errors of the RF model against administrative data.

In each simulation exercise (I, II, and III), noise is drawn from error distributions stratified by an increasing set of

characteristics: year, income decile, and occupation category for Sim. I (red triangles); plus age and gender for Sim.

II (green squares); plus education and region of residence for Sim. III (yellow stars). For each curve, the figure also

displays the estimated � coe�cient in Equation (1).

Overall, these exercises establish that measurement error arising from the imputa-

tion procedure only attenuates our estimates, and the resulting bias is quantitatively

small. The low sensitivity of our estimates can be attributed to three features of

our methodology. First, the RF described in Appendix A.3 – based on high-quality

survey data – generates small prediction errors. Second, we measure income over

many years and most individuals’ incomes are computed as an average between in-

come from administrative data and imputed income, further attenuating the impact

of prediction errors or misreporting in survey data. Third, we employ rank-based

measures, meaning that small disturbances in income will not dramatically alter the

final percentile rank of an individual. If anything, these results even reinforce our

conclusion that IGM in Brazil is very low.

In Appendix B.1, we show that our IGM estimates are not significantly a↵ected

by other sources of bias in IGM measurement, namely selection, life-cycle, and at-

tenuation bias. In addition, they are largely una↵ected when exclusively focusing

on years when tax data are available to measure parental (and child) income, and

when varying income and occupation definitions used in the imputation process. In

Appendix B.2, we show that focusing on household income to measure child ranks
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also has little impact on our results.

4.3 Alternative mobility measures

Figures 7a-7b show the robustness of our main results to ranking parents and children

on the “productivity” and “neighborhood-based” measures described in Section 3.3.

The rank-rank curves obtained using these alternative approaches are very similar

to the baseline curve. This is a remarkable result given that our baseline approach

imputes both informal income and formal non-labor income, while neither of the

alternative approaches relies on any imputation. The productivity-based curve, which

relies only on formal labor income, is only slightly flatter, yielding a rank-rank slope

of .44. This is the case because the minimum wage is binding in the bottom part

of the distribution and because omitting capital income contributes to flattening the

curve in the upper half of the distribution. By contrast, the neighborhood-based

curve has a slope of .57, and it is steeper in the top quartile of the parental income

distribution. This is consistent with the intuition that ranking individuals on income

may underestimate the high living standards of children raised in a✏uent families,

who may enjoy amenities and transfers beyond the income that they produce.

Figure 7: Alternative Measures
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(b) Neighborhood-based
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Notes: The figure plots mobility curves based on the productivity-based ranking (a) and neighborhood-based ranking

(b), along with our baseline mobility curve. The productivity-based measure is based on the average formal labor

income for parents and children in periods when they hold formal jobs. The neighborhood-based measure is based on

the average formal income in the census tract in which children grew up (parental rank) and where they live as adults

(child rank). Section 4.3 provides a detailed description of these measures. For each curve, the figure also displays

the estimated � coe�cient in Equation (1).
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To the extent that individuals born in a given place may develop preferences

for that area, the neighborhood-based measure could underestimate mobility since

such preferences will mechanically create persistence in our analysis. We address this

issue by restricting the analysis to individuals who live in a di↵erent postal code

from the one in which they were raised. Although such selection is endogenous and

should be interpreted with some caution, this exercise may o↵er some insights into

the bias due to preferences for remaining in the same areas. Appendix Figure B.5

shows that dropping children who did not change area flattens the neighborhood-

based measure, but the rank-rank slope remains as high as 0.48 and continues to

show strong persistence in the top 20% of the distribution.

Overall, the results obtained using the three rankings – total income, productivity,

and neighborhood income – are largely consistent with each other in revealing low

levels of IGM in Brazil relative to previous evidence based on (developed) countries.

4.4 Cross-country comparisons

As already shown in Figure 1, the Brazilian rank-rank slope of .546 is much larger

than existing estimates for rich countries, which lie in the range of .19-.34. Absolute

upward mobility is also lower, as below-median income children reach an income rank

around 6 percentiles lower in Brazil than in the US. We reach similar conclusions when

comparing the full mobility matrix across income quintiles. For instance, children

born in the bottom income quintile in Brazil have only a 2.5% chance of reaching

the top quintile, while the same figure is three times larger in the US (7.5%) and 4-6

times larger in Italy (11.2%) and Sweden (15.7%).

The stark contrast between Brazil and developed countries is also evident when

we turn to the intergenerational income elasticity (i.e., the log-log relationship be-

tween parent and child income) as an alternative measure of income persistence. We

estimate an IGE coe�cient of .50, significantly larger than the estimates available for

high-income countries, e.g., Chetty et al. (2014) finds .34 for the US and Acciari et

al. (2021) .23 for Italy. Dunn (2007) finds an even larger IGE of .69 in Brazil using

survey data and instrumenting parental income by education. Such a higher estimate

may reflect – among other things – the fact that parental education increases child

income through other mechanisms beyond parental income.
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Figure 8: Intergenerational Income Elasticity (IGE)
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Notes: The figure plots the relationship between child and parental log income for our main sample (1988-1990

cohorts). For each level of log parental income (100 bins), it plots the mean log child income during 2015-2019, at the

age of 25-31. It also reports the estimated IGE slope across all individuals and when restricting to parents between

the 10th and 90th income percentiles. The vertical dashed line marks the median income in the parental income

distribution.

Comparing rank-rank coe�cients across countries requires some caution because

they are based on di↵erent underlying income distributions. Specifically, it is me-

chanically more challenging to move up children by a given number of percentiles in

more unequal income distributions. In Appendix B.4.A, we follow previous literature

(Acciari et al., 2021; Chetty et al., 2017) and focus on a di↵erent absolute mobility

measure that does not depend on the underlying income distribution, namely the

probability that a son earns more than his father (Figure B.6).23 We find an average

probability of .56 in Brazil, similar to the available estimates for the US (.55) and

Italy (.53). A counterfactual exercise shows that the similar rate is partially driven

by the faster GDP growth in the Brazilian economy relative to these two countries, as

the probability that a son earns more than his father would decrease to .48 if income

23We focus on father-son income so that our estimates are comparable to available estimates for
the US (Chetty et al., 2017) and Italy (Acciari et al., 2021). They focus on similar birth cohorts
to ours (1988-1990 vs. 1980-1982 for the US and 1979-1983 for Italy). Father and sons average
age when income is measured is 25-29 in our sample, relative to 30 and 36 in the US and Italy,
respectively.
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growth across generations in Brazil were equivalent to that observed for the US. The

counterfactual analysis also shows that the joint distribution of parental and child

income, and within-generation income inequality play a smaller role in explaining

cross-country di↵erences.24

Finally, no other previous paper provides similar IGM estimates for developing

countries, although some have computed measures of educational mobility. Asher et

al. (2021) estimate that children born to parents in the bottom half of the education

distribution in India are expected to reach the 36th percentile in the same distribution,

which is similar to our estimate of absolute mobility for Brazil. We also estimate

measures of upward and downward educational mobility used by Alesina et al. (2021)

in Africa. Overall, we find that educational mobility displays large variation across

Brazilian regions, but is generally comparable to the levels found for the most mobile

African countries – see Appendix B.4.B for the details on this analysis. Interestingly,

even though income and educational mobility are positively correlated across Brazilian

regions, we still observe large variation in absolute income mobility for given levels of

educational mobility. This finding further motivates our mobility analysis based on

income rather than education.

4.5 Mobility by gender and race

Opportunities depend not only on parental income but also race and gender, especially

in a country characterized by strong segregation such as Brazil. Figures 9a and 9b

show the gender- and race-specific mobility curves, respectively. Importantly, the

ranks on both axes indicate the positions relative to all individuals within the same

cohort (rather than separately by gender and race), so the graphs show between-group

di↵erences in child ranks keeping constant parental income.

Female children’s income is on average 14 percentiles below males with the same

parental income. This gap largely reflects gender di↵erences in labor market partici-

pation and wages (Appendix Table B.4). The mobility gap is virtually identical when

restricting the same comparison to siblings, whereas the gap between siblings uncon-

ditional on gender is near zero (Appendix Table B.5). Interestingly, the rank-rank

slope is steeper for females than for males (.61 vs. .47). Consequently, the gender gap

declines from 17 to 10 percentiles when moving from the 25th to the 75th percentile

24Overall, these findings are in line with Berman (2022) who finds that aggregate growth is the
main factor behind changes in absolute mobility over time for several countries.
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Figure 9: Mobility Curves by Gender and Race
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Notes: This figure plots separate mobility curves by gender (a) and race (b), for our main sample (1988-1990 cohorts).
For each parental income percentile, it plots the mean child income rank in ages 25-31. Parental income is the sum
of the father’s and mother’s average income when the child is aged 3-18 years old. The ranks on both axes indicate
the income positions relative to all individuals within the same cohort (rather than separately by gender and race).
For each curve, the figure also displays our relative mobility measure based on Equation (1), the between-group gap
conditional on having parents at the 25th and 75th income percentiles, and the average between-group gap across
parental income percentiles.

of the parental income distribution. Interestingly, girls exhibit higher absolute mobil-

ity than boys in household income upon marriage or cohabitation (Appendix Figure

B.8), as on average girls marry partners with higher income.

Turning to di↵erences by race, Figure 9b shows that non-white children rank on

average 7 percentiles lower than white children with the same parental income. Race-

specific transition matrices show that non-whites born in the first income quintile

are much more likely to remain at the bottom (52.8% vs. 33.7%) and less likely to

climb to the top (2% vs. 3.4%) compared to white children (Appendix Figure B.11).

Although di↵erences are strongly reduced at the top of the distribution, non-whites

born in the top quintile are twice as likely to fall to the bottom relative to white

children (5.7% vs. 2.8%). The large mobility gap is particularly remarkable given

that non-whites – mainly comprising black and mixed-race individuals – are far from

a minority in Brazil, representing about half of the population. The gap by race

in Brazil is similar to the black-white gap in the US, where the former group is a

minority. Unlike the gender gap, looking at children’s household income does not

strongly influence the racial gap, as less than 30% of marriages in our sample are

interracial (Appendix Figure B.12).

In addition, we document a high degree of assortative mating on education (fol-
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lowing the definition of Eika et al., 2019), for both parents and children; see Appendix

Figure B.9. College-educated individuals are more than three times more likely to

marry other college graduates than would be expected under a random assignment

of partners. A similar pattern emerges when analyzing assortative mating over part-

ners’ income. Figure 10 compares the baseline mobility curve with a hypothetical

curve randomly matching children to partners/spouses (holding constant individual

incomes). The counterfactual rank-rank slope in this alternative scenario would be

42% lower, and absolute mobility would increase by 16%. These results suggest that

assortative mating may strongly contribute to inequality and intergenerational per-

sistence.

Figure 10: Baseline vs. Random Mating Household Mobility Curve
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Notes: The figure compares the baseline mobility curve (blue dots) with a counterfactual curve obtained by randomly

assigning partners/spouses to children (red triangles). For each parental income percentile, it plots the mean household

income rank measured during 2015-2019, at the age of 25-31. Parental income is the sum of the father’s and mother’s

average income when the child is aged 3-18 years old. Both curves are constructed using our main sample restricted

to married (or cohabiting) individuals. For each curve, the figure also displays the estimated � coe�cient in Equation

(1).

4.6 Variation in child ranks by parental income

In light of the substantial variation in child ranks for given levels of parental income –

as shown by the wide inter-quartile range in Figure 3 – we study which predetermined
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family and child characteristics may explain this variation. We run a linear regres-

sion for child rank on several of these factors, while linearly controlling for parental

income; the results are reported in Appendix Figure B.13. The gender gap is not sig-

nificantly a↵ected when controlling for parental characteristics. Instead, adding these

control variables reduces the racial gap from 7 to 2 income percentiles, indicating that

racial di↵erences can be explained by factors such as parental occupation, education,

cohabitation and family size. These results also reveal that several characteristics

display strong predictive power on child income. First, children to married parents

– i.e., who we can identify as a couple in welfare registries or tax data – rank five

percentiles higher. Second, children to firm owners and college graduates rank around

3-5 percentiles higher, while children in large families – with more than five members

– and children born to a father older than 40 rank about 3 percentiles lower. Instead,

formal employment status and birth order have much smaller predictive power on

child ranks.25 Finally, children born in Center-South regions relative to those born

in the Northern regions rank roughly ten ranks higher, in line with the substantial

variation in mobility across space in Brazil (Section 5).

4.7 Parental income and children’s long-term outcomes

Figure 11 shows how parental income relates to a wide array of children’s outcomes

other than income. Figure 11a plots college attainment over parental income ventiles,

showing that it is convex over income: while children in the bottom ventile have al-

most no chances of completing college, roughly 80% of children in the upper ventile

do so. Girls exhibit higher educational attainment than boys over the entire parental

income distribution, yet they experience lower income later in life (Figure 9a). Chil-

dren in higher-income families are disproportionately more likely to hold prestigious

occupations – such as doctors and lawyers – and this relationship is highly convex at

the top (Figure 11b). Figures 11c, 11d and 11e show that low parental income is also

strongly associated with markers of socioeconomic struggle. Children born to below-

median income families are four times more likely to receive conditional cash transfers

(Bolsa Famı́lia), five times more likely to become teenage mothers, and twice as likely

to be the victim of a crime leading to hospitalization compared to richer children.26

25Parental occupation is defined by the modal occupation throughout the analysis period, when
children are in ages 3-18.

26We measure victimization as the probability of hospitalization due to an assault.
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Finally, low parental income is associated with early mortality (Figure 11f): children

in low-income families are up to three times more likely to die before they turn 30.

Therefore, parental income is associated with better outcomes along several di-

mensions beyond income. These results also suggest that income persistence may be

explained (or amplified) by gaps in educational achievement and other factors that

emerge early in life such as teenage fertility. The fact that all children outcomes are

correlated in the expected direction with parental income rank and that most of these

relationships are very smooth bolsters our estimates of the rank-rank curve.

5 Geographic variation in mobility

5.1 Geographical units and IGM measures

Brazil exhibits extreme variability in local socioeconomic conditions. We investigate

social mobility across the 510 “immediate geographic regions” (IGRs), which are

aggregations of neighboring municipalities sharing the same urban network and a

common local hub (similar to the US commuting zones).27 We assign children to the

area in which they grew up, which we proxy by their father’s place of residence (or,

when the latter is missing, the mother’s) in 2000, i.e. when children in our sample

were aged 10-12.28 Like in the main analysis, we rank parents and children relative

to the national income distribution.

5.2 Regional mobility patterns

The rank-rank relationship between parental and child income remains linear within

regions – see, e.g., the plots for Belo Horizonte and Fortaleza, two of the largest

metropolitan areas in the country, in Appendix Figure C.1. Therefore, we can com-

pare mobility between regions using the measures of relative and absolute mobility

introduced in Section 3.4, which rely on such linearity.

Figure 12 visualizes spatial variation in absolute mobility across IGRs. The map

highlights three striking patterns. The first pattern is that absolute mobility strongly

varies across regions, with the expected rank of below-median income children ranging

between the 10th and the 51st percentile. More developed areas in the Center-South

27IGRs replaced the microrregião used in earlier studies on Brazil.
28In our main sample, the father and mother live in the same IGR in 83% of cases.
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Figure 11: Long-Term Outcomes
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(d) Teenage Pregnancy
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Notes: This figure plots the relationship between parental income, measured when children are aged 3-18, and several
children long-term outcomes in adulthood: college degree attainment (a), the probability of working as a doctor
or lawyer (b), the likelihood of receiving Bolsa Famı́lia transfers when adult (c), teenage pregnancy rates (d), the
probability of being hospitalized due to violent assault (e), and mortality rates (f).
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Figure 12: Absolute Mobility Map: Predicted Rank for a Below-Median Income Child
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Notes: The figure visualizes spatial variation absolute mobility (in deciles) across Brazil’s 510 immediate geographical
regions (IGRs) for our main sample (1988-1990). Parent and child incomes are ranked in the national income distri-
bution and measured when children are aged 3-18 and 25-31, respectively. Absolute mobility indicates the expected
rank for children in below-median income families, based on Equation (1). Darker green tones indicate higher absolute
mobility. Children are assigned to IGRs according to the location of their fathers in 2000.
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display significantly higher upward mobility relative to the less a✏uent North and

Northeast regions. A natural concern is that this map reflects di↵erent costs of living

across regions. In Appendix Figure C.2, we show that adjusting for prices does not

alter the main patterns in the map.29 In Appendix Table C.1, we report mobility

estimates for the 50 largest metropolitan areas of the country.

The second striking pattern is that several regions in the countryside display

higher absolute mobility than large and rich metropolitan areas such as São Paulo

and Rio de Janeiro. In Appendix Figure C.3, we show, in addition, that areas with

high absolute mobility also o↵er, on average, good outcomes for children in above-

median income families; on the other hand, large metropolitan areas such as São

Paulo and Rio de Janeiro o↵er excellent outcomes for high-income children but not

for low-income children.

The third pattern is that the top 5% areas in terms of absolute mobility are all

concentrated in a large mobility hotspot crossing three southern states: Paraná, Santa

Catarina, and Rio Grande do Sul. This region has historically been characterized by

the presence of agricultural communities established by European settlers maintaining

a strong cultural heritage such as Caxias do Sul and Joinville, founded respectively

by Italians and Germans. In such regions, below-median income children reach on

average the 47th percentile in adulthood and about 80% of children born in the bottom

quintile escape poverty, transiting to higher income quintiles (see Appendix Table

C.1).

Appendix Figure C.4 shows, in addition, that areas with higher absolute mobility

do not necessarily display higher relative mobility. While places with high absolute

mobility in the Southern regions also tend to display higher relative mobility (lower

rank-rank slopes), the correlation between the two is close to zero in the Northern

regions. This indicates that high absolute mobility may be achieved by both produc-

ing parallel upward shifts in the mobility curve and breaking the correlation between

parental and child income.

Finally, Appendix Figure C.5 documents a Great Gatsby curve within Brazil,

and Appendix Section C.5 presents an analysis of the factors that better explain

the substantial regional variation in mobility. Although entirely correlational, this

29The correlation between baseline and price-adjusted estimates of both absolute and relative
mobility across regions is above .9. This high correlation is explained by the fact that, although
prices significantly vary across regions, most children live in the same area where they grew up (or
in areas with similar price levels).
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analysis may inform future work aimed at understanding the causal determinants of

upward mobility. Interestingly, we find that factors related to the quality of education

provision yield by far the highest explanatory power on absolute mobility across IGRs,

followed by indicators related to family structure, demographics (including the racial

composition), household characteristics, and the local infrastructure. Although there

is some overlap with the main mobility predictors found by Chetty et al. (2014) and

Acciari et al. (2021) for the US and Italy, in Brazil the quality of education stands

out as the strongest factor.

6 Causal place e↵ects

Motivated by the stark regional disparities in IGM documented in the previous sec-

tion, we next estimate the causal e↵ect of the place where children grew up on their

perspectives of upward mobility. To disentangle such e↵ect from sorting, we compare

migrant children (or siblings) who moved to new areas at di↵erent ages (Chetty and

Hendren, 2018a).

6.1 Data and research design

For this analysis, we use a sample that covers all children born during the 1983-

1992 period that can be linked to their fathers. We distinguish between permanent

residents and movers based on parents’ residency in the 1992-2019 period. Like in

Section 5, the geographical unit of analysis is the IGR. We track moves using formal

employment data, because address coverage prior to 2000 is low in the person registry.

Appendix D.1 provides details on the data construction.

Our empirical strategy and specifications closely follow Chetty and Hendren (2018a)

(see also Deutscher, 2020, for an application to Australian data). We first charac-

terize the predicted outcomes of permanent residents using rank-rank regressions for

each cohort and region (see Appendix D.2 for additional details). We then use these

estimates to compute the predicted rank di↵erence for each mover based on the ori-

gin and destination region, the child’s cohort, and parental income rank. Finally, we

estimate causal place e↵ects by relating movers’ income rank at the age of 24 to their

predicted di↵erence in ranks across children moving at di↵erent ages.30 Intuitively, to

30Like Chetty and Hendren (2018a), we focus on income at an earlier age relative to our main
analysis (Section 4), so that we can measure income for (older) cohorts who move at older ages.
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the extent that location exert causal e↵ects, movers’ outcomes should display greater

convergence to that of permanent residents the earlier they move (and the longer they

are exposed) to the destination place. Specifically, our main analysis is based on the

following equation:

yi = ↵ocpa +
33X

a=1

baIa(ai = a)�odpc +
1991X

c=1983

cIc(ci = c)�odpc + ✏i, (2)

where yi is the child’s income rank at the age of 24; ↵ocpa is a fixed e↵ect by origin

o, cohort c, parental income decile p, and age at move a; Ia and Ic are indicators for

each age at move a and cohort c; and �odpc is the di↵erence in permanent residents’

predicted outcomes between origin o and destination d for parental income decile p and

cohort c. The coe�cients of interest ba for a  24 give the expected increase in rank

associated with moving at age a to a destination with a 1 percentile higher predicted

rank. Since we measure income at 24, moving at an older age cannot possibly have

a causal e↵ect on income, so ba for a > 24 captures solely selection e↵ects. The

coe�cients c control for our varying ability to track moves across cohorts, ensuring

that we only use within-cohort variation in the age at move.31 One advantage relative

to Chetty and Hendren (2018a) is that we track moves from age 1 (instead of 11).

This implies that we can flexibly study how convergence varies by age from early life,

without the need to rely on linear extrapolations.

Our econometric specification e↵ectively compares the extent of convergence to

destination outcomes by children who move at di↵erent ages. The key identifying

assumption for the analysis is that selection e↵ects driving some children to move to

better (or worse) areas are orthogonal to the child’s age when they move. Importantly,

fixed e↵ects ↵ocpa ensure that the estimation of convergence coe�cients for moves at

each age exclusively relies on variation between children who have the same parental

income background, and belong to the same cohort and place of origin. We provide

several pieces of evidence that strongly support our main identification assumption

in the next Section 6.2.
31For instance, since we track parents’ locations starting from 1993, we observe children born in

1983 moving from 10 years old onwards, while children born in 1992 since the age of 1. To avoid
collinearity, we omit the indicator for the 1992 cohort.
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6.2 Results

Causal place e↵ects are summarized in Figure 13. The series in blue displays the

estimated coe�cients ba on the predicted di↵erence in outcomes for each child given

her origin, destination, cohort, and age at move. Supporting the intuition behind

our identification strategy, the extent of convergence decreases with age, following a

roughly linear pattern: children who move earlier to better places benefit more. The

positive coe�cients from the age of 25 purely reflect positive selection into migration,

as child income measured at the age of 24 – by construction – cannot be a↵ected by

future moves. The flat pattern from the age of 24 supports our identifying assumption

that parental selection into migration to a given destination does not vary with age.

Figure 13: Exposure E↵ect Estimates for Children’s Income Rank in Adulthood
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Notes: This figure plots the estimated ba coe�cients in equation (2) (blue dots) and in an alternative specification

including family fixed e↵ects in Appendix equation (D.8) (red triangles). The sample includes all father-linked children

from the 1983-1992 cohorts whose father moved once between 1993-2019, and the dependent variable – child income

– is measured at the age of 24 (dashed vertical line). Vertical bars report 95% confidence intervals. Each coe�cient

ba indicates the degree of convergence to the outcomes of permanent residents in the destination relative to those at

the origin. Coe�cients ba for moves until the age of 24 estimate causal place e↵ects, while ba coe�cients for older

ages estimate selection e↵ects as moves when aged 25 or older cannot explain income at age 24. The slope of the blue

and red lines, as estimated by linear approximations for ba in equations (2) and (D.8), summarize convergence per

year of exposure.
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Since exposure e↵ects decline linearly with age at move, we substitute the coef-

ficients ba with a linear counterpart to estimate an average convergence by year of

exposure.32 Each additional year of exposure to the destination area increases conver-

gence in children’s outcomes by .024 (baseline slope), meaning that children moving

at birth to a place where they are expected to rank 10 percentiles higher will increase

their rank in the national income distribution by .024⇥ 24⇥ 10 = 5.76 percentiles on

average due to causal place e↵ects.

These estimates suggest that about 57% of the substantial mobility gap across

Brazilian regions (Section 5) is due to causal place e↵ects. Therefore, some areas in

Brazil o↵er significantly better opportunities for low-income children, notwithstanding

the high levels of income persistence at the national level.

6.3 Robustness

Importantly, Figure 13 shows that our results are virtually una↵ected by the addition

of family fixed e↵ects, thus relying exclusively on within-family variation (Appendix

D.3 provides the details on this specification). The latter rules out the possibility

that our findings are driven by family selection over child age at move.

Our results are also robust to overidentification tests. They follow from the intu-

ition that children’s outcomes should converge to the average outcomes of their own

group, whereas predicted outcomes of other groups are used as placebos. The results

in Appendix D.4 confirm that children’s outcomes converge to those of permanent

residents with precisely the same age, gender, and race, while coe�cients on other

groups are generally an order of magnitude smaller, close to zero, and statistically

insignificant. In addition, since children’s outcomes in di↵erent areas not only di↵er

at the mean but over the entire distribution, we show that movers’ outcomes track

di↵erent moments of the distribution of permanent residents’ outcomes beyond the

mean.33 These tests address additional concerns such as the possibility that moves

to better places are driven by di↵erent shocks producing positive e↵ects on children

32Specifically, we substitute the non-parametric term
P33

a=1 baIa(ai = a)�odpc in eq. 2 with a
linear counterpart I(ai  24)(b0 + (24 � ai)�)�odpc + I(ai > 24)(� + (24 � ai)�0)�odpc. The linear
term is split at the age of 24, since moves above this age capture selection e↵ects. � is the main
coe�cient of interest identifying convergence by year of exposure. We repeat the same procedure to
summarize convergence for an alternative specification used in the robustness analyses.

33For instance, two areas may have the same mean child rank for low-income children but di↵erent
probabilities that children end up in the top decile of the income distribution.
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that decrease with age, e.g., positive income or wealth shocks.34

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we provide the first estimates of income intergenerational mobility for

a developing country using large-scale individual-level income data linking two gen-

erations. We find that income mobility in Brazil is much lower than the estimates

available for developed countries: a 10 percentile increase in parental income is associ-

ated with a 5.5 percentile increase in a child’s income, and 46% of children born from

parents in the first income quintile remain in the same quintile as adults. Parental

income is also strongly correlated with educational attainment, teenage pregnancy, oc-

cupation, mortality, and victimization. Moreover, we uncover wide disparities across

areas, genders, and racial groups, depicting a “land of inequality” in which children’s

opportunities are deeply dependent on their parents’ socioeconomic status, connec-

tions, and location. Causal place e↵ects account for half of large regional disparities

in mobility, which, in turn, strongly correlate with educational quality factors.

These results rely on administrative registries comparable to those available for

developed countries, yet the presence of a large informal sector raises additional chal-

lenges towards accurately estimating income and social mobility. We address such

challenges by developing new methods for imputing informal income and alternative

measures for ranking individuals on socioeconomic status. These same methods could

be applied to estimate income and social mobility in other contexts characterized by

a large uno�cial sector, as is typically the case in low- and middle-income countries.

This work is also relevant in public and policy debates. Even though Brazil has

long been perceived as a place of high inequality and low mobility, hard evidence

on IGM may contribute to shifting people’s perceptions and potentially their pref-

erences for distributive policies (Alesina et al., 2018). Moreover, revealing dramatic

penalties for long-neglected groups and places – in particular, non-whites and the

North-Northeast of the country – can encourage public policies targeted at increasing

access to opportunities. In particular, our results on causal place e↵ects and drivers

34Specifically, they indicate that following these shocks, parents would need highly accurate knowl-
edge to select better places for our results to be driven by selection. Accordingly, for them to drive
our main findings, parents would need to select places that o↵er better opportunities for children
from the same cohort, gender and race. Finally, the potential shocks driving such selection pro-
cess would need to replicate not only the mean outcomes but also the distribution of outcomes for
children in the destination.
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of mobility across regions can motivate placed-based policies aimed at improving the

quality of public education provision in the poorest areas of Brazil.
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A Appendix to Section 3

A.1 Family links

Our main analysis is based on a conservative family linkage procedure focused on avoiding

any erroneous links. For robustness purposes, we assemble an expanded sample based on

an additional, less conservative procedure dropping the restriction that the parent has an

unique name. Instead, we link children to parents if they (i) share the same name, although

not unique in the population; (ii) they resided at the same address in 2019; and (iii) their age

di↵erence is in a given range – 10-55 and 10-60 years for mothers and fathers, respectively.

As before, the process is run separately for mothers and fathers. Although this procedure

is somewhat less conservative relative to the original linkage, it remains highly accurate

given that addresses provided in the person registry are extremely granular, including the

apartment/house/unit in addition to the street name, number, neighborhood and postal

code.

Figure A.1 plots the share of children from each cohort linked to their parents when

using either procedure. Many more children can be linked to their parents – particularly

mothers, since mothers’ names are available for the entire population whereas fathers’ names

are available for roughly two-thirds of the population in the welfare registry. In addition,

the share of successful links is increasing over time because younger cohorts can be claimed

throughout more childhood years in the tax data, which start in 2006.

Figure A.1: Number of parent-child links relative to the population by cohort
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Notes: The figure plots the share of the population that can be linked to their parents by cohort following our baseline, more

conservative method (left graph) and the alternative, less conservative method (right graph). The first method links children

to parents using unique person codes in dependent claims tax data and using names for uniquely named parents in population

and welfare registries. The second method allows for additional links using individual names and addresses.
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A.2 Sample selection

Figure A.2 shows that the distributions of gender, race, region of residence, and education are

broadly similar between our baseline sample, composed by children in the 1988-1990 cohorts

that can be linked to both parents, and the same cohorts in the total population. Whites

and women are slightly overrepresented in the sample because some family links are based

on unique names that slightly oversample white individuals – as white surnames are rarer –

and because women are slightly overrepresented in the welfare register used to link children

to their father. Likewise, our main sample is slightly more concentrated in the Center-South

region of the country and has above-average education. Columns 1-2 in Table A.1 provide

descriptive statistics for the population and our main sample. The standardized di↵erences

in column 3 are below the critical value .2 for all but three variables that slightly exceed the

cuto↵ (race, college education and living in the North-East), indicating only small di↵erences

in the underlying distributions (Cohen, 2013). Nevertheless, in light of these small di↵er-

ences, as a robustness test we show in Section B.1.A that our main findings are una↵ected:

(i) when substantially enlarging the sample by using the less conservative procedure to link

families (see Section A.1 above), and (ii) re-weighting the sample to perfectly match the first

and second moments of several characteristics in the population using the entropy algorithm

by Hainmueller (2012) (see Table A.1, colums 4-5).
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Figure A.2: Distribution of sample characteristics
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Notes: This figure plots the distribution of gender (a), race (b), region of residence (c), and educational level (d) in the

population (left panels), and in our main sample (right panels). In plots (b), (c), and (d), we include missing data as an

additional category.
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Table A.1: Descriptive statistics of main sample

Population Sample Std. Di↵. Weighted Std. Di↵., W

Female 0.494 0.512 0.037 0.494 0.000

Non-White 0.532 0.417 0.232 0.532 0.000

Primary 0.060 0.033 0.130 0.060 0.000

Elementary 0.350 0.270 0.172 0.350 0.000

High School 0.501 0.503 0.004 0.501 0.000

College 0.089 0.194 0.305 0.089 0.000

Welfare 0.624 0.581 0.086 0.622 0.003

Formal Job 0.858 0.899 0.124 0.856 0.006

Cohort 1988 0.344 0.319 0.054 0.344 0.000

Cohort 1989 0.337 0.336 0.001 0.337 0.000

Cohort 1990 0.319 0.345 0.055 0.319 0.000

North 0.089 0.077 0.044 0.089 0.000

Northeast 0.277 0.192 0.201 0.277 0.000

Southeast 0.414 0.453 0.080 0.414 0.000

South 0.143 0.195 0.140 0.144 0.005

Center-West 0.077 0.082 0.018 0.076 0.006

State capital 0.251 0.290 0.088 0.251 0.000

Notes: The table compares the average characteristics of our main sample of children born in 1988-1990 (omitting missing

values) with the average characteristics of the same cohorts in the general population. The means for each variable are

presented (columns 1-2), along with the standardized di↵erence (column 3), the mean in the main sample after re-weighting

observations to match the first and second moments of population characteristics (Hainmueller, 2012) (column 4), and the

standardized di↵erence between the samples in columns 1 and 4. All variables are recorded as dummy indicators.

A.3 Imputation method based on random forests

We use PNAD and population censuses to assemble a repeated cross-section from 1991 to

2019 of all adults aged 18-65 in any occupation – formal, informal, firm owner, or self-

employed. We leverage the high-quality information contained in these surveys to train an

RF model to predict informal income each year. We repeat the same process for estimating

formal non-labor income when tax data are not available. We implement the generalized RF

algorithm as developed by Athey et al. (2019).

An RF is a collection of trees, each one endogenously splitting the covariate space to

predict our outcomes of interest. To generate each tree, the algorithm starts by sampling

without replacement from the survey dataset defining a root node. The root node is split over

the space of covariates into child nodes as follows. A random subset of covariates are selected

as candidates to split on, and the algorithm selects the split that maximizes heterogeneity in
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the prediction outcome. The sample splits take place recursively until a stop criterion met,

so that overfitting is avoided.

For each outcome (informal income and formal non-labor income) and each year of data,

we grow a RF with 5,000 trees, feeding the algorithm with a random subset of the original

survey data. We grow honest forests, meaning that separate sets of data, selected at random,

are used for splitting the node and estimating prediction improvements (Athey et al., 2019).

We tune all parameters of the model via cross-validation – namely, the number of variables

selected at each split, the minimum node size, the penalization for imbalanced splits, and

the subsample fraction for honest splits. The model covariates are state of residence (27),

state capital dummy, gender, age, four education dummies, a white/non-white dummy, and

worker category. Following the literature on the representation of categorical variables in

ML models (Johannemann et al., 2019), we encode state of residence dummies as a set of

real-valued covariates related to demographic and socioeconomic indicators.1

We generate RF predictions to test prediction accuracy. Figure A.3a plots the predicted

(x-axis) versus observed (y-axis) values for 10,000 workers not used to train the model, so

that overfitting is not an issue, taking the year of 2019 as an example. The blue line is a best-

fit third-order polynomial that closely tracks the 45-degree line (in red). In turn, Figure A.3b

reports the split frequency plot of the model, indicating which variables are more relevant

for income prediction. We find similar patterns for the estimated models predicting income

for other years.

1We define formally self-employed as owners of formal firms with zero employees, and firm owners as
those owning firms with at least one formal spell in the year. We consider all working-age adults who are
not formal workers or firm owners as informal workers (i.e., the residual occupation category). For census
years, we use more detailed information on the municipality of residence instead of the state of residence,
since the former is available in the data.
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Figure A.3: Random forest fitting
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Notes: Panel (a) plots the relationship between predicted (horizontal axis) and observed (vertical axis) log informal income in

2019 for 10,000 individuals not used in the training process, where the blue line is a fitted third-order polynomial. Panel (b)

reports the RF split frequency for up to ten levels of depth. Each cell shows the share of splits conducted at each covariate

(columns) in each depth (rows).

A.4 Description of data sources

We use several datasets to track additional individual outcomes:

• Person Registry: The Cadastro de Pessoa F́ısica is the administrative population reg-

istry maintained by Receita Federal, the Brazilian tax authority. It contains all individ-

uals who have ever held a Brazilian person code (CPF) – 255 million people in total.

The CPF is similar to the social security number in the United States. Every individ-

ual in the country is identified by this unique and non-exchangeable code. Besides the

person code, each observation has the person’s full name, date of birth, gender, and

the full name of the mother. If the person is dead, it contains the death year, which

we use to create mortality outcomes.

• Address Registry: The tax authority provided us with a dataset containing the history

of individuals’ place of residence. The tax authority updates these addresses from

several administrative sources, such as electoral registries and tax declarations, and

when individuals autonomously update their information in the person registry. Each

observation is identified by the individual’s person code, the year when the address was

updated and the full residential address (street name, number, apartment/house/unit,

neighborhood and postal code). Overall, there are more than 500 million addresses,

which we geocoded to longitude and latitude coordinates.

• Tax Returns: The tax authority also provided us with all personal income tax re-

turns filed during the period 2006-2020. Each observation is identified by the returnee
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person code, all dependents’ tax codes, and reported income divided into three cate-

gories: taxable income (mainly labor earnings and rents), tax-exempted income (mainly

dividends, donations, and bequests), and income subjected to withheld or definitive

taxation (mainly investment earnings and capital gains from real estate transactions).

These data cover the period 2015-2019 for children in our main sample (cohorts 1988-

1990) and the period 2006-2010 for their parents.

• Firm Ownership: The Cadastro Nacional de Pessoa Juŕıdica (CNPJ) is maintained

by the tax authority and contains the universe of (formal) firms in Brazil, which are

identified by a unique code (CNPJ ), dates of opening and (eventual) closing, tax

regime, city of registry, and a list of all shareholders identified by their person codes.

• Formal Employment: The Relação Anual de Informações Sociais (RAIS) is a linked

employer-employee administrative dataset covering the universe of firms and workers

in the formal labor market, provided by the Ministry of Labor. We use all years of

RAIS available, from 1985 to 2019. Employment spells are identified by the worker’s

person code and the firm’s unique identifier (CNPJ ),2 workers’ full name, gender, race,

date of birth, and education; and complete information on the work contract such as

dates of start and (eventual) termination, hours, wages, occupation.

• Welfare Registry: The Cadastro Único (CadÚnico) is an administrative registry main-

tained and constantly updated by the Ministry of Social Development to track the

socioeconomic conditions of families with per capita income below half minimum wage

or with total income below three minimum wages. It also includes all individuals of

every family that has ever been a beneficiary of a federal social welfare program. We

construct a yearly panel of CadÚnico from 2011 to 2020 with the individual’s full name,

gender, year of birth, race, education, and mother’s and father’s full names for more

than 135 million individuals identified by their person codes. Each household is also

identified by a unique identifier, which allows for the recovery of marriages and family

structures.

• Hospitalization records: Individual-level data on admissions to public hospitals SIH-

SUS (Sistema de Internações Hospitalares) for the period 2002-2019. It includes in-

formation on individual characteristics such as age, sex, municipality and zip code of

residence, and descriptive information on the hospital admission, including the ICD-10

diagnostic, and date of admission. We use ICD-10 codes on hospitalization due to

assaults to generate a measure of crime victimization. To merge these records to other

2From 1985 to 2001, workers are identified by a di↵erent (unique) code, the PIS. We retrieve PIS-CPF
pairs for all workers matching individuals across RAIS waves by their full name and date of birth.
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datasets, we focus on individuals who can be uniquely identified by their postal code,

gender and birth date – all of which can be observed for the entire population in the

person registry, maintained by the Brazilian Tax Authority.

B Appendix to Section 4

B.1 Additional robustness exercises

We now present a series of additional robustness exercises that further support our main

results. In some of these analyses, we use additional birth cohorts born in the 1983-1990

period, additional parent-child links, and also vary the period when income is measured.

Since we were granted access to tax data on our cohort of parents only for the period 2006-

2010 and on our cohort of children only for the period 2015-2019, we rely on other sources

of data on formal income to run some of these tests.3 Therefore, we preliminarily show that

mobility estimates for our main sample cohorts (1988-1990) are only slightly attenuated in

magnitude when we do not rely on tax data, the rank-rank declining from 0.546 to 0.453

(column 1 of Table B.1, Panel A).

B.1.A Sample selection

Larger samples. Our baseline sample comprises 1.3 million children born during the

period 1988-1990 that we can link to both parents, comprising 15% of all children in such

cohorts. We show that our main results are robust to expanding the sample along three

dimensions. First, we include all children that can be linked to their father (regardless of

whether they are linked to their mother), which increases the sample size by 1 million, and

run the analysis solely based on the father’s income. The results in columns 2-3 of Table B.1,

Panel A, show that the father-child rank correlations in the baseline and enlarged samples

are nearly identical (.44 and .45), and they are also identical to the baseline rank-rank slope

estimated without tax data, reported in column 1.

Second, we expand the sample to include all cohorts born in 1983-1990, for a total of 3.5

million children. In this case as well, the estimated rank-rank coe�cient remains identical.

Finally, Panel B of Table B.1 replicates the analysis using the less conservative linking

procedure described in Appendix Section A.1. Once again, all estimated coe�cients are

virtually una↵ected (0.44 - 0.47).

3Specifically, we adopt the procedure laid out in Section 3.2 relying on formal employment data and the
survey-based prediction process to measure formal income (as already done in our main analysis when tax
data is unavailable).
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Table B.1: Robustness to larger samples

1988-1990 cohorts 1983-1990 cohorts

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A. Baseline links

Parent Rank 0.453⇤⇤⇤ 0.455⇤⇤⇤

Father Rank 0.440⇤⇤⇤ 0.451⇤⇤⇤ 0.437⇤⇤⇤ 0.445⇤⇤⇤

Observations 1,304,586 1,304,586 2,361,010 3,416,131 3,416,131 3,901,433

Only father links Yes Yes

Panel B. Complete links

Parent Rank 0.470⇤⇤⇤ 0.462⇤⇤⇤

Father Rank 0.457⇤⇤⇤ 0.464⇤⇤⇤ 0.443⇤⇤⇤ 0.451⇤⇤⇤

Observations 3,552,156 3,552,156 6,486,256 9,374,785 9,374,785 10,749,696

Only father links Yes Yes

Notes: The table reports the estimated slope of the rank-rank regressions in equation (1), i.e. our (inverse) measure of

income mobility, in di↵erent samples. In Panel A, we link parents to children using our baseline, conservative procedure;

in Panel B, we expand the sample using the less conservative procedure described in Section A.1. Columns 1-3 cover the

1988-1990 cohorts – as in our main sample – while columns 4-6 cover the 1983-1990 cohorts. Columns 1-2 and 4-5 are

based on children who can be linked to both parents, while columns 3 and 6 are based on children who can be linked at

least to their fathers. The dependent and explanatory variables are always the child and parental income percentile rank.

For consistency, in all specifications we measure income without using tax data, which are only available for the 1988-1990

cohorts. Income for the 1988-1990 cohorts is measured between 2015-2019, at ages 25-31 (as of baseline), while income for

other cohorts is measured when they are 25-29 years old (⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01).

Reweighting. To address any residual concern about the representativeness of our sample,

we re-weight the data to match a rich set of characteristics (up to their 2nd moment) in the

general population, using the algorithm proposed by Hainmueller (2012). Specifically, we

balance our baseline sample with respect to gender, race, month and year of birth, state of

residence (27), state capital dummy, education (4), and indicators for being in social welfare

registries, formal labor market participation, and having a unique name in the country.4 In

Table B.2, we report estimates of the rank-rank coe�cient on the raw and re-weighted data

(row 1 and 2, respectively) for the full sample (column 1), males (2), females (3), whites

(4), and non-whites (5). Re-weighting has no e↵ect whatsoever on the estimated rank-rank

slope.

4Table A.1 in Section A.2 displays descriptive statistics of the sample before and after reweighting together
with standardized di↵erences with respect to the population.
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Table B.2: Reweighting Procedure

Full Sample Males Females Whites Non-whites

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Baseline 0.546⇤⇤⇤ 0.469⇤⇤⇤ 0.613⇤⇤⇤ 0.521⇤⇤⇤ 0.573⇤⇤⇤

Weighted 0.566⇤⇤⇤ 0.504⇤⇤⇤ 0.624⇤⇤⇤ 0.546⇤⇤⇤ 0.574⇤⇤⇤

Observations 1,304,586 633,489 671,097 672,015 546,773

Notes: The table reports the estimated slope of the rank-rank regressions in equation (1), i.e. our (inverse) measure of

income mobility, in the raw data (first row) and in the re-weighted data (second row). The re-weighted data match the

first and second moments of the population of children in the same birth cohorts along several characteristics, using the

entropy algorithm by Hainmueller (2012) (see Table A.1). All samples cover the 1988-1990 cohorts and the dependent and

explanatory variables are the child and parental income percentile rank (⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01).

B.1.B Timing of income measurement

The timing when we measure income may lead to two main types of estimation bias, which

we describe next. We provide several tests showing that our results remain similar are not

a↵ected by the specific timing that we choose. We estimate income mobility without relying

on tax data, as the latter are not available for some of the cohorts and years required for

such tests.

Attenuation bias. Measuring income for short time spans may attenuate estimates of

income mobility, due to temporary income shocks. This is not a main concern when we

measure parental income since we virtually cover children’s entire childhood (from age 3 to

18). However, this could be a more relevant issue for child income in our main analysis, which

uses a five-year window (age ranges 25-29, 26-30, 27-31 for the cohorts born in 1988, 1989

and 1990, respectively). In light of this, we show in Figure B.2a how the rank-rank slope

changes as we vary the number of years used to measure parental income. The estimates

are remarkably stable regardless of how many years are used in the analysis. Moreover,

in Figure B.1b we show that estimates also remain largely stable when using 1 to 5 years

to measure children’s income. The estimates vary by less than 5 percentage points in both

exercises, relative to the 0.453 rank-rank slope benchmark (without tax data). Overall, these

results support the idea that the five-year window used to measure child income is su�cient

to prevent meaningful attenuation bias in our main analysis.

Life-cycle bias. Measuring income too early may not adequately capture permanent

income, possibly leading to life-cycle bias (Haider and Solon, 2006; Mello et al., 2021).

Again, this could be relevant when measuring children’s income with a five-year window at
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the age range 25-31 in our main analysis. We use the fact that we can track parental income

for a long period of time to study how our estimates change when measuring parental income

at di↵erent ages. In particular, we focus on parents in our main sample born in 1960-1965.

Figure B.1c shows that our estimates do not vary much when using a 3-year window to

measure father’s income centered from age 31 to 45. Next, in Figure B.1d, we show how the

rank-rank slope changes as we center a three-year window around di↵erent ages for measuring

children’s income. We focus on the 1988 cohort, for which we can track income up to age 31.

Again, the estimated rank-rank slope remains fairly constant within cohorts when income is

measured at varying ages.

This result can be explained by the fact that there are little positional changes in annual

income in Brazil from early ages, especially from the age of 24 (Figure B.1d); this is due,

in turn, to the fact that most Brazilians enter the labor market relatively early, given that

college enrollment is low. Positional changes below the age of 24 are concentrated at the very

top of the income distribution, and they are driven by a large share of high-income children

who attend college and delay entry into the labor market (see also Figure 11a). Figure B.2

provides additional evidence on these aspects by showing a near parallel evolution of income

by quartiles of completed education and parental income. These patterns are in contrast

with the case of developed countries – as documented by Mello et al. (2021) for the US and

Sweden – where a much larger share of individual attend college.
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Figure B.1: Sensitivity of child and parental income to timing
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(b) Children : Attenuation Bias
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(c) Fathers : Life-cycle Bias
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(d) Children : Life-cycle Bias
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Notes: This figure plots robustness exercises for attenuation bias (a, b) and life-cycle bias (c, d). In Panels (a) and (c) child

income is held constant and measured as in our baseline estimates, and we vary how parental income is measured. In Panels B

and D, we measure parental income as in our baseline and vary how child income is measured. Panel A displays estimates of the

rank-rank slope from separated rank-rank regressions in which we vary the number of years used to compute parental income,

from 1 to 17 years, and centered at the age of 11. Panel (b) displays an analogous exercise in which we measure children’s

income using from 1 to 5 years, centered at age 27. In Panel (c), we run rank-rank estimates using father’s income (rather than

parental income) and vary the age when father’s income is measured using a three-year window from ages 31 to 45. Finally,

in Panel (d) we vary the age when we center the three-year window to measure children’s income, from 20 to 30 years old. In

Panels (a) and (b) we use our full baseline sample of the 1988-1990 cohorts. In Panel (c), we restrict the sample to children

whose fathers are born between 1960-65 and focus on fathers’ rather than parental income – to precisely gauge the sensitivity

concerning di↵erent age windows. In Panel (d), the working sample is the 1988 cohort since income data is only available until

2019.
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Figure B.2: Evolution of children’s position at the income distribution
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(b) Evolution of log income
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Notes: The figure plots the evolution of children’s income distribution over time. Panel (a) shows the mean income percentile

rank (on the vertical axis) when aged 18 to 36 (horizontal axis) for individuals in each decile of total lifetime income distribution.

In turn, panel (b) shows the evolution of log incomes of the 1983 cohort when 22 to 36 years old, by quartiles of children’s

educational level (left) and parental income (right).

B.1.C Estimates fully based on years when tax data are available

Our main analysis relies on an imputation procedure to predict the non-labor component of

formal income when measuring parental income before 2006, when tax data are not available.

In Figure B.3, we re-estimate the mobility curve while measuring parental income between

2006 and 2010, when tax data are available for parents. These results show that measuring

parental (and child) income in years when tax data are available has little impact on the

mobility curve, and o↵er additional support for our imputation procedure.
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Figure B.3: Mobility curve based fully on tax data
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Notes: The figure plots our baseline mobility curve (blue dots) and the curve obtained using only years when tax data are

available (red triangles). Both curves are based on our main sample (1988-1990 cohorts). In the baseline curve, children’s

income is measured between 2015-2019 and parental income is averaged over the years children are 3-18 years old. In the curve

using only tax data, children’s income is the same but parental income is measured in 2006-2010, when tax data are available.

For each curve, the figure also reports our relative mobility measure based on Equation 1.

B.1.D Alternative income and occupation definitions

We now show that two potentially relevant choices that we take to define total annual income

have virtually no impact on our IGM estimates. Table B.3 presents our baseline mobility

estimate (column 1), along with alternative estimates that we describe next (columns 2-4).

First, we rely on survey questions on “normal” monthly income to predict annual informal

income and formal non-labor income (used when tax data are not available). In our main

analysis, we extrapolated such income to the entire year, multiplying it by 12. We show that

results do not change if we adopt a similar procedure for measuring formal labor income

(derived from administrative employment data). Namely, we take the average monthly

formal income while formally employed and multiple by 12 each year, instead of considering

the sum over the year (column 2). Alternatively, we move back to our baseline but multiply

predicted monthly informal income and formal non-labor income by the number of months
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that individuals spend out of formal employment in the year (rather than by 12) (column

3). Second, when predicting unobserved income in the main analysis, we label as informal

workers in the administrative data those who do not hold any formal job in the entire year

and who are not firm owners. We vary this assumption by defining informal workers as those

who work formally for less than three consecutive months in the year and who are not firm

owners (column 4).

Table B.3: Alternative Income Measures

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Baseline 0.547⇤⇤⇤ 0.545⇤⇤⇤ 0.547⇤⇤⇤ 0.547⇤⇤⇤

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Income definition Baseline Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Baseline

Informal workers definition Baseline Baseline Baseline Alternative

Observations 1,304,586 1,304,586 1,304,586 1,304,586

Notes: The table reports relative mobility estimates based on the slope of rank-rank regressions – as in eq. (1) – using

di↵erent income and occupation definitions. It presents estimates when using our baseline income and occupation definitions

(column 1); when measuring formal labor income by multiplying its monthly average in each year by 12 (column 2), when

measuring predicted informal and formal non-labor income by multiplying the predicted monthly quantities by the number

of months out of formal employment in the year (column 3); when defining informal workers as those who are formally

employed for less than three months in the year and who are not firm owners. All samples cover the 1988-1990 cohorts and

the dependent and independent variables are the child and parental income percentile rank (⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01).

B.2 Individual vs. household income for child ranks

We assess whether using household instead of individual income for children a↵ects our

results. We focus on the 38% of children who can be linked to their spouses in tax declarations

and welfare registries (CadÚnico). We compute our baseline income measures for spouses in

the same calendar years that their partner’s income is measured starting from the first year

when we observe both together. Household income is defined as the sum of both partners’

individual income. Figure B.4 plots the mobility curves using individual (baseline) and

household income for children in the married sample. Both curves perfectly overlap and

are similar to the baseline mobility curve based on our main sample (Figure 3). Overall,

the exercise indicates that taking household or individual income has little impacts on our

IGM estimates, which only become slightly larger, increasing from .529 to .58. They are also

similar to our main estimates based on children’s individual income, using the full sample

rather than the married sample (.546).
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Figure B.4: Mobility curve using household income for children
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Notes: The figure plots the mobility curves using individual (blue dots) and household (red triangles) income for children, while

parental income is the sum of father and mother’s income, as in our baseline. The sample comprises the individuals in the

baseline sample for which we are able to recover partners from tax declarations or CadÚnico. Household income is the sum of

both partners’ individual annual income starting from the year we observe them as a couple. For each curve, the figure also

reports our relative mobility measure based on Equation 1.
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B.3 Neighborhood-based measure for movers

Figure B.5: Neighborhood-based measure: children changing address
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Notes: This figure plots mobility curves based on the neighborhood-based measure, for our main sample (red triangles) and for

a sample of movers who live in a di↵erent zip code than the place where they grew up (blue dots), both covering the 1988-1990

cohorts. For each parental rank in each curve, it plots the mean child rank. The neighborhood-based measure is given by the

average formal income in the census tract where children grew up (parental rank) and where they live as adults (child rank). See

Section 4.3 for a detailed description of these measures. For each curve, the figure also displays our relative mobility measure

based on Equation (1).

B.4 Cross-country comparisons

B.4.A Counterfactual exercises on the probability that children earn more than

their parents

We study the probability A that children earn more than their parents and also implement

a counterfactual exercise to study the factors driving cross-country di↵erences, following

Acciari et al. (2021); Chetty et al. (2017). This measure is defined as:

A =

Z Z
1{y(R) � yP (RP )} C(R,RP ) dRdRP (B.3)

where y(R) and yP (RP ) are the child and parental marginal income distributions at child

income rank R and parental income rank RP , respectively. 1 is an index function indicating

whether real income at a given child rank is higher than income at a given parental income
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rank. The copula C(R,RP ) is defined by the joint marginal distribution of child and parental

income ranks.

The formula makes evident that the probability that children earn more than their par-

ents depends both on the joint distribution of income across generations - the copula – and

on the marginal distribution of income within generations. In turn, the latter can be de-

composed into a component related to the average intergenerational income growth and a

second component related to the distribution of income. We compute three counterfactuals

for A, each of them abstracting from one of these factors to compare mobility in Brazil and

in the US. First, we compute A using the US copula CP,US(R,RP ). Second, we use the

US average income growth across generations to set the marginal income distribution for

children in Brazil after decomposing the latter:

y(R) = s(R)⇥ Y P (R)⇥ gUS (B.4)

where s(R) is the share of the aggregate child income accrued by children in rank R, Y P (R)

is the aggregate parental income and gUS is the income growth rate in the US across gen-

erations. As such, we evaluate A under the counterfactual scenario where children in Brazil

experience the average US intergenerational income growth. Finally, we estimate A using

the US income distribution for children and parents:

y(R) = sUS(R)⇥ Y (R) (B.5)

yP (RP ) = sP,US(RP )⇥ Y P (R) (B.6)

We focus on father-son income, measuring their income at the same age (25-29), so to

that our estimates are comparable to those available for the US (Chetty et al., 2017) and

Italy (Acciari et al., 2021). The results are presented in Figure B.6, showing an average

rate of .56 in Brazil, similar to the US (.55) and Italy (.53). Relative to these countries,

sons at the bottom on the father’s income distribution in Brazil have a higher probability

of earning more than their parents, while the opposite is true for those at the top. This

can be explained by the fact that (within-generation) income inequality is higher in Brazil,

so that it is easier for children at the bottom to earn more than their parents, while it is

more di�cult for those at the top to do so. In fact, the counterfactual exercise using the

US income inequality to estimate this measure for Brazil shows that mobility at the bottom

would increase but, at the same time, mobility at the top would decrease. Overall, the net

e↵ect on the average probability that sons earn more than their fathers is small. In turn, we
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find the the joint distribution of parental and child income ranks has little impact on this

measure which barely changes when running a conterfactual exercise with the US copula.

Finally, when we use the US income growth across generations, the baseline probability that

sons earn more than their fathers in Brazil decreases to .48. We conclude that this mobility

measure for Brazil is similar to the US mainly thanks to the higher growth rate of income

in Brazil.

Figure B.6: Absolute Mobility, Probability That Sons Earn More than Fathers in Brazil
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Notes: The figure shows the probability that the income of a son is at least as high as his father’s income in real terms around

the same age (measured at ages 25-29 for sons and 25-29 for fathers, at each fathers’ income percentiles for our main sample

(1988-1990 cohorts). Besides the baseline estimates (blue dots), the figures plots three counterfactuals replacing the Brazilian

joint distribution of fathers’ and sons’ income ranks (red triangles), intergenerational income growth (green squares), and within

generations income distribution (yellow X) by their US counterparts. The figure also displays the mean probability in each of

these cases.

B.4.B Alesina et al. (2021)

In Figure B.7, we analyze the relationship between our income-based upward mobility es-

timates (Section 5) and the education-based one, computed at the regional level. Three

striking patterns emerge. First, the stark contrast between the North-Northeast and the

Center-South of Brazil emerges for both measures. Second, educational mobility within

Brazil spans a wide range of values which, overall, are comparable to the most mobile African

countries (e.g., Nigeria, Botswana and South Africa). Finally, although the two measures
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display strong correlation, there is a large amount of variation in income mobility for given

levels of educational mobility, and vice-versa. This highlights the fact that there is a lot

of variation in income that is not explained by education, further motivating income-based

analysis.

Figure B.7: Educational mobility across Brazilian regions
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(b) Downward mobility
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Notes: The figure plots estimates of upward (a) and downward (b) educational mobility across Brazilian regions (horizontal

axis) versus baseline regional absolute mobility measures estimated in Section 5. Blue dots (red triangles) indicate regions in

the Center-South (North-Northeast) region of Brazil. Vertical lines mark estimates of educational mobility for selected African

countries from Alesina et al. (2021). Upward (downward) mobility is the likelihood of a child born to parents who did not (did)

complete primary school succeeding (failing) to do so. The figure also reports the average upward (downward) educational

mobility in Brazil and the cross-regional correlation between educational mobility and income mobility.

B.5 Gender, households, and assortative mating

Table B.4: Labor market di↵erences by gender and race

Gender Race

Parent Quintile Rank Gap LFP Gap (pp.) Wage Ratio Rank Gap LFP Gap (pp.) Wage Ratio

1 17.7 17.6 0.84 10.4 10.0 0.95

2 18.8 13.2 0.84 9.2 8.4 0.95

3 15.2 8.2 0.84 8.6 7.2 0.96

4 10.8 4.6 0.87 6.4 6.3 1.01

5 7.1 1.9 0.89 3.4 6.5 1.12

Notes: The table reports average gaps in child income ranks and labor market outcomes over gender and race, for each

parental income quintile. Income rank gaps are calculated as the di↵erence between average adult ranks for males (whites)

and females (non-whites). The labor force participation (LFP) gap is the di↵erence in average participation rate in the

formal labor market between the two groups, in percentage points. Finally, the wage ratio is the ratio of the formal average

wages of females (non-whites) to males (whites).
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Table B.5: Siblings comparisons by parental income quintile

Parental Quintile Siblings Gap Brother-Sister Gap

1 0.11 16.23

2 0.22 19.00

3 0.19 16.67

4 1.39 11.79

5 2.36 7.29

Notes: The table reports average gaps in income ranks between siblings for each parental income quintile. Siblings gaps are

calculated as the di↵erence between adult income rank of the older and younger siblings, regardless of gender. Brother-sister

gaps are calculated as the di↵erence between the male and female siblings, regardless of birth order. Both are calculated

for individuals in our baseline sample of the 1988-1990 cohorts.

Figure B.8: Household Income Mobility Curve, By Gender
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Notes: The figure plots gender-specific mobility curves measuring parental and child income at the household level, using the

married sample detailed in Appendix B.2 for the 1988-1990 cohorts. Females are the series in blue (dots), while males are the

series in red (triangles). The ranks on both axes indicate the income positions relative to all individuals in their own cohorts

(rather than each group). For each curve, the figure also reports our relative mobility measure based on Equation 1.
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Figure B.9: Educational assortative mating
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Notes: The figure plots educational sorting parameters for assortative mating between all parents in our baseline sample (panel

A) and the sample of married children (panel B). We define assortative mating as a mating pattern in which individuals with

similar traits mate with one another more frequently than would be expected under a random mating pattern, following the

sorting parameter definition in Eika et al. (2019). Darker colors indicate higher frequencies.

Figure B.10: Assortative mating over parental income
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Notes: The figure plots sorting parameters for parental income assortative mating between children in the married sample for

whom we can recover their partner’s parental links. We define assortative mating as a mating pattern in which individuals with

similar traits mate with one another more frequently than would be expected under a random mating pattern, following the

sorting parameter definition in Eika et al. (2019). Darker colors indicate higher frequencies.
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Figure B.11: Racial transition matrix
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Notes: The figure shows the transition probability matrix by quintiles of the income distribution for the 1988-1990 cohorts

separately for each race group. Each cell displays the share of children born in that parental income quintile (horizontal axis)

who end up in a given income quintile in adulthood (vertical axis). Income quintiles in both axes indicate the income positions

relative to all individuals in their own cohorts (rather than each group). Cells are colored according to the quintile-quintile

transition probability, with darker red tones indicating higher likelihoods.

Figure B.12: Household Income Mobility Curve, By Race
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Notes: The figure plots race-specific mobility curves measuring parental and child income at the household level, using the

married sample detailed in Appendix B.2 for the 1988-1990 cohorts. Non-whites are the series in blue (dots), while whites are

the series in red (triangles). The ranks on both axes indicate the income positions relative to all individuals in their own cohorts

(rather than each group). For each curve, the figure also reports our relative mobility measure based on Equation 1.
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B.6 Factors explaining variation in child ranks beyond parental income

Figure B.13: Variation in Income Mobility: Predetermined Factors
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Notes: The figure reports coe�cients of rank-rank regressions extended to include parental characteristics as explanatory

variables in addition to parental income rank. The constant and coe�cient on parental income rank are omitted. The dots in

blue includes no fixed e↵ects while the series in green and red add, respectively, parental city and census tract fixed-e↵ects. All

regressions are run in the baseline sample of the 1988-1990 cohorts.
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C Appendix to Section 5

C.1 Individual mobility curves

Figure C.1: Individual mobility curves in Fortaleza and Belo Horizonte
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Notes: The figure plots separate mobility curves for Fortaleza (red triangles) and Belo Horizonte (blue dots). Both curves are

non-parametric binscatters constructed by plotting mean child income rank for children born in each parental percentile income

rank in both regions. The figure is based on our main 1988-1990 cohorts sample. Income is defined as our baseline measure

and both children and parents continue to be ranked according to the respective national income distribution. Children are

assigned to regions according to the location of their parents in 2000, regardless of where they live in adulthood.

C.2 Robustness of subnational estimates

We construct a regional price index to generate mobility maps that account for price dif-

ferences across Brazil. To create the index, we use the POF (Pesquisa de Orçamentos

Familiares), a household budget survey conducted by IBGE. POF gathers rich demographic

and expenditure data at a fine geographic level. We use the 2003 and 2019 editions to

calculate – across Brazilian areas – the average price of the reference basket used to com-

pute the main Brazilian consumer inflation index (IPCA). Specifically, we compute prices

at the state level, distinguishing between the (state) capital, the metropolitan areas around

the capital, and the countryside. Next, we rescale parents’ and children’s income by the

index computed for 2003 and 2019, respectively, according to their location. Finally, we

re-estimate our regional mobility measures based on the price-adjusted income. Figure C.2

shows that such adjustment has little impact on regional mobility patterns. It shows that
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absolute mobility remains similar across space, and that both absolute and relative mobility

are strongly correlated with our original, region-specific, mobility measures (see Figure 12).

Figure C.2: Price-Adjusted Absolute Mobility Map

Baseline vs. Deflated
Correlation [.95 CI]

Rel. Mobility: 0.92 [0.906, 0.933]
Ab. Mobility: 0.93 [0.917, 0.941]
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Notes: The figure displays price-adjusted absolute mobility – scaled by deciles – in Brazil’s 510 immediate geographical regions

(IGRs) for our main sample (1988-1990). Parent and child incomes are deflated by regional price indexes constructed with POF

survey data and ranked in the national income distribution (measured when children are aged 3-18 and 25-31, respectively).

Absolute mobility indicates the expected rank for children in below-median income families, based on Equation (1). Darker

green tones indicate higher absolute mobility. Children are assigned to IGRs according to the location of their fathers in 2000.
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C.3 Mobility estimates for the 50 largest metropolitan areas

Table C.1: Summary of mobility estimates for the 50 largest metropolitan areas

Region 2021 pop. (thousands) Slope E[y|p = 25] E[y|p = 75] Q1Q1 Q1Q5

São Paulo, SP 22,049 0.66 34.3 67.4 44.4 1.7

Rio de Janeiro, RJ 12,901 0.55 35.6 63.0 30.1 1.6

Belo Horizonte, MG 5,348 0.50 39.3 64.4 23.2 2.2

Fortaleza, CE 4,179 0.49 33.1 57.8 45.8 2.0

Recife, PE 4,108 0.54 31.8 58.6 48.5 1.7

Salvador, BA 4,065 0.54 29.1 56.3 52.6 1.5

Curitiba, PR 3,732 0.53 41.7 68.3 17.9 2.4

Porto Alegre, RS 3,267 0.50 39.5 64.5 21.8 2.4

Campinas, SP 3,201 0.53 40.4 66.9 33.1 2.3

Distrito Federal, DF 3,094 0.54 36.7 63.6 41.5 2.4

Belém, PA 2,773 0.58 25.1 54.3 63.0 0.8

Goiânia, GO 2,628 0.49 42.4 66.8 24.4 3.8

Manaus, AM 2,605 0.57 24.5 53.0 58.1 1.4

Vitória, ES 2,100 0.48 40.1 64.2 25.4 3.1

Santos, SP 1,927 0.58 34.1 62.9 44.3 2.9

Sorocaba, SP 1,840 0.53 39.3 65.6 32.3 2.8

Natal, RN 1,734 0.49 33.9 58.6 44.9 1.7

São Lúıs, MA 1,657 0.46 32.9 55.8 49.6 2.1

Ribeirão Preto, SP 1,534 0.60 36.3 66.3 42.8 2.7

João Pessoa, PB 1,430 0.48 33.9 57.9 46.8 2.6

Maceió, AL 1,316 0.52 30.9 56.8 52.7 0.7

Feira de Santana, BA 1,242 0.44 31.1 53.0 57.9 2.4

Aracaju, SE 1,233 0.51 31.9 57.3 49.1 2.1

Florianópolis, SC 1,181 0.42 46.5 67.5 11.2 4.0

Campo Grande, MS 1,131 0.49 41.1 65.8 31.5 3.4

São José dos Campos, SP 1,125 0.54 36.3 63.2 37.3 2.2

Teresina, PI 1,116 0.48 37.1 61.1 43.8 2.8

Londrina, PR 1,114 0.44 43.9 65.7 25.7 2.8
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Region 2021 pop. (thousands) Slope E[y|p = 25] E[y|p = 75] Q1Q1 Q1Q5

Cuiabá, MT 1,105 0.48 40.3 64.2 24.5 2.3

Joinville, SC 1,044 0.46 46.6 69.7 15.7 2.0

Jundiáı, SP 973 0.53 41.2 67.7 37.5 9.1

Uberlândia, MG 959 0.43 43.3 64.7 30.5 4.4

São José do Rio Preto, SP 934 0.53 41.5 67.8 30.9 4.0

Novo Hamburgo - São Leopoldo, RS 908 0.48 42.0 65.9 17.8 2.3

Pelotas, RS 845 0.39 42.1 61.8 28.1 3.3

Caxias do Sul, RS 841 0.42 46.6 67.7 23.3 3.4

Maringá, PR 801 0.43 45.3 66.8 25.7 1.4

Montes Claros, MG 770 0.44 40.1 62.0 33.4 2.7

Juiz de Fora, MG 753 0.44 38.7 60.6 31.7 2.3

Macapá, AP 675 0.50 23.9 49.0 59.1 0.5

Bauru, SP 668 0.54 38.4 65.4 34.8 0.6

Volta Redonda - Barra Mansa, RJ 668 0.51 36.5 61.8 36.4 1.6

Porto Velho, RO 667 0.49 30.0 54.6 42.9 2.4

Campos dos Goytacazes, RJ 661 0.48 36.5 60.5 32.0 2.9

Ipatinga, MG 651 0.41 39.1 59.5 34.0 3.5

Ponta Grossa, PR 648 0.51 41.6 67.1 31.1 2.2

Taubaté - Pindamonhangaba, SP 637 0.48 37.1 61.3 26.1 0.8

Araraquara, SP 631 0.55 38.6 66.0 28.7 2.3

Piracicaba, SP 617 0.56 39.1 66.9 31.4 3.9

Santa Maria, RS 485 0.41 45.2 65.7 28.0 4.5

Notes: The table summarizes mobility estimates in the 50 largest metropolitan areas (IGRs) of Brazil, according to

IBGE’s population count in 2021. Mobility estimates are the rank-rank slope (relative), the expected income rank of

below- and above-median income children (absolute), the bottom-bottom persistence probability (Q1Q1), and the bottom-

to-top quintile transition probability (Q1Q5). Mobility measures are based on our baseline sample of the 1988-1990 cohorts.

Children are assigned to IGRs based on the location of their parents in 2000.
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C.4 Additional regional mobility graphs

Figure C.3: Mobility rank: Above-median children
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Notes: The figure displays the expected rank for children born to above median income parents – scaled by deciles – in Brazil’s

510 immediate geographical regions (IGRs) for our main sample (1988-1990). Parent and child incomes are ranked in the

national income distribution and measured when children are aged 3-18 and 25-31, respectively. Absolute mobility indicates

the expected rank for children in below-median income families, based on Equation (1). Darker green tones indicate higher

absolute mobility. Children are assigned to IGRs according to the location of their fathers in 2000. The heatmap is analogous

to Figure 12.
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Figure C.4: Absolute vs. relative mobility across areas
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Notes: The figure is a scatterplot between relative mobility measured by the rank-rank slope (horizontal axis) and absolute

mobility (vertical axis) across Brazilian regions. The series in blue (dots) displays regions in the Center-South of the country

and the series in red (triangles) displays regions in the North-Northeast. Dashed lines mark the median relative and absolute

mobility across all 510 regions.

Figure C.5: Brazilian Great Gatsby Curve
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Notes: The figure plots the relationship between income inequality measured by the Gini index in 2000 (horizontal axis) and

absolute mobility (vertical axis) across Brazilian regions. Both variables are residualized with respect to GDP per capita in

2002. The series in blue (dots) displays regions in the Center-South of the country and the series in red (triangles) displays

regions in the North-Northeast. The figure also reports the correlation coe�cient between the two (residualized) variables.
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C.5 Mobility correlates

We explore the correlates of social mobility by estimating univariate regressions of absolute

mobility on a wide range of local indicators covering thirteen broad categories: demographics,

economic structure, education, family structure, health, household, income, inequality, local

infrastructure, labor market, municipal budget, public safety, and social capital. Table

C.2 provides a detailed description and data sourcers for the variables in each category.

Figure C.6 plots the results of these regressions when normalizing both the dependent and

explanatory variables so that coe�cients can be interpreted as correlations and more easily

compared with each other.5 Overall, coe�cients have the expected sign, and nearly all of

them are statistically significant. Several variables related to education quality show up

among the top mobility predictors – in particular, literacy rates and students’ performance

in standardized test scores. In line with the analysis by race in Section 4.5, the racial

composition is also a strong mobility predictor: the share of white population displays the

second highest correlation, while the share of black and mixed-race individuals yield negative

coe�cients. Other variables related to the number of formal firms per capita, the number

of bank agencies, and labor market participation by men are also among the strongest

mobility predictors. In turn, markers of socioeconomic struggle such as large or high density

households, and the share of individuals without earnings are among the top predictors of

low mobility, followed by the GDP share of the public sector.

One di�culty when interpreting these results is the strong correlation between the indi-

cators considered. Thus, we reduce the dimensionality of the problem in two steps. First,

we create a single index for each category based on the principal components of the initial

variables, similarly to Acciari et al. (2021).6 Figure C.7 report the results of multivari-

ate regressions of absolute mobility on such indexes. Education quality yields the largest

correlation with absolute mobility by far, with a positive sign (blue coe�cients). Other

categories showing strong correlation with mobility are the indexes related to the family

structure, demographics (including the racial composition), household characteristics and

local infrastructure. Once we control for region fixed e↵ects (5 categories), the education

index continues to stand out relative to other factors, being by far the strongest mobility

predictor within regions (light blue coe�cients).

5Specifically, we recenter them around the mean and rescale them so that their standard deviation is
equal to one.

6Specifically, for each group of variables, we keep the number of principal components needed to explain
90% of the variation in them. Subsequently, we compute the index as an average weighted by the amount
of variation each component absorbs.
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Nonetheless, the regressors in Figure C.7 still have a high degree of multi-collinearity,

which could harm the interpretation of the results. Hence, we employ a standard LASSO

regularization procedure to select robust predictors of mobility. We validate the choice of pa-

rameters for the LASSO regression via ten-fold cross-validation. Figure C.8 summarizes the

results of such an exercise, displaying the regressors’ coe�cients (y-axis) against increasing

values of the regularization parameter (x-axis). As we increase the penalization for the num-

ber of regressors, coe�cients are shrunk toward zero and variables leave the model. Again,

the education index dominates the other variables.
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Table C.2: List of municipal socioeconomic indicators and data sources

Group Indicator Year Source

Demographics % evangelical, % catholic, % w/o religion, % black, % mixed-race,

% white, % HH in rural area

2000 IBGE

Economic Structure % GDP agriculture, % GDP pub. sector, % GDP industry, (value-

added), companies pc, % income from wages, % family agriculture

2000 IBGE

Education Test scores (portuguese and math), % teachers w/ college degree,

school quality, drop-out rate, grade distortion, literacy rate (5-9yo,

10-14yo, and 40-49yo), % of adults w/ high school

2000/2005 IBGE/Inep

Family Structure % families > 5 people, % HH single mother, % HH married couple,

% HH dependency rate > .75, % of divorcees

2000 IBGE

Health Dengue cases pc, teen pregnancy (10-14yo and 15-17yo), child mor-

tality, life expectancy, % of vaccinated, SUS coverage

2000 DataSUS/IBGE

Household % HH in favelas, % HH single family, % HH w/ land property,

% HH w/ trash service, % HH w/ pavimented street, % HH w/

bathroom, % HH w/ piped water, % HH w/ electricity, % HH w/

street light, % HH w/ adequate housing, % HH w/ sewage, % HH

w/ high people/room density

2000 IBGE

Income Average family income pc, % families above the poverty line, %

families earning more than 1 MW

2000 IBGE

Inequality Gini Index, top 10/bottom 40 income ratio, top 10 income share,

land inequality

2000 IBGE

Infrastructure Broadband access, distance from state capital, of bank agencies 2000/2007 ANATEL/IBGE

Labor Market % of workers ¡ 1 MW, % of workers w/o earnings, % of workers >

10 MW, female/male participation rate, female/male employment

rate, % public servants, % firm owners, % self-employed, % formal

workers, % employees, informality rate, of labor unions

2000 IBGE

Municipal Budget Government spending (health, welfare, education, housing), % of

federal government transfers, IPTU revenue (property-tax)

2000 FINBRA

Public Safety Homicide rate (total, males, young), % of deaths by homicide, %

of deaths by car accident

2007 Ipeadata

Social Capital Religious associations pc, cultural organizations pc, political orga-

nizations pc, civil associations pc, % of deaths by suicide

2000 IBGE

Notes: The table list all indicators used in the mobility correlates analysis, along with their source, year, and category

group (used in the principal components analysis). All of them are obtained at the municipal level and then aggregated to

immediate region level by population-weighted averages.
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Figure C.6: Mobility Correlates
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Notes: The figure summarizes a series of cross-regional univariate regressions of absolute mobility on a series of demographic,

political, and socioeconomic indicators. The horizontal axis marks coe�cients and .95 confidence intervals for each indicator,

which are labelled in the vertical axis. Both dependent and independent variables are normalize so coe�cients can be interpreted

as straightforward correlations. Indicators are colored according to broad categories.
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Figure C.7: Mobility Correlates: Principal Components
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Notes: The figure reports the results of two multivariate regressions between absolute mobility and principal components of

regional characteristics. The horizontal axis marks coe�cients and .95 confidence intervals for each indicator, which are labelled

in the vertical axis. The blue dots includes only the principal components and the red triangles include region fixed-e↵ects

(North, Northeast, Center-West, Southeast, and South).

Figure C.8: Mobility Correlates: LASSO Regularization
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Notes: The figure plots the results of LASSO regularization for the correlation between absolute mobility and indexes constructed

from socioeconomic indicators. The horizontal axis plots the regularization parameter lambda, while coe�cients of each index

are represented in the vertical axis. As lambda grows, the penalization for the number of regressors grow and coe�cients are

shrunk towards zero.
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D Appendix to Section 6

D.1 Sample construction

For the analysis on causal place e↵ects, we focus on children born in the 1983-1992 period who

we can link to their fathers (following the baseline, conservative method described in Section

3). For every father in this sample, we retrieve all regions in which they worked during the

1992-2019 period using (formal) employment data (RAIS). We focus on the latter to track

moves since address updates in the Brazilian person registry are largely incomplete before

2000. Although this choice implies that our sample is more representative of formal workers,

doing so allows us to track migration more precisely, which is crucial for this analysis.

We define a mover as someone leaving a job in region a and taking a job in a new region b

for at least two years. To increase precision, we focus on fathers showing up in employment

data for at least five years in the 1993-2019 period.7 Fathers who never move are defined

as permanent residents of their regions. In turn, movers are those who move at least once.

To simplify the analysis, we focus on families moving only once. Our final sample comprises

3,172,145 children and 2,260,645 fathers, with around 18% of them being movers.

D.2 Defining the predicted outcomes of permanent residents

We closely follow the research design and specifications in Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and

Deutscher (2020). First, we characterize outcomes of permanent residents of each region m

and cohort c by running several rank-rank regressions of the type, for each region and cohort:

yimc = ↵mc + �mcpimc + ✏imc (D.7)

where yimc denotes the income percentile rank at the age of 24 of a child from cohort c

who spent her entire childhood in region m. We focus on income at the age of 24 that

we can measure for all cohorts (1983-1992) in our sample. To ensure precision, we keep

only region-cohort pairs for which we have at least 400 observations. We then calculate the

predicted income rank of residents for every parental income rank p, region m, and cohort

c: ŷpmc = ↵̂mc + �̂mc ⇥ p.

7Our results remain similar when varying this threshold to ten or fifteen years. We use the five-year
cut-o↵ to enlarge the final sample and enhance precision.
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D.3 Parametric specification and family fixed e↵ects

Our baseline specification (2) includes nearly 180 thousands of fixed e↵ects ↵ocpa. While

they ensure that we exclusively compare very similar children (with the same origin, cohort,

parental income decile and age at move) to estimate place e↵ects, they also strongly restrict

the variation used in the analysis. Consequently, they leave little space for adding family

fixed e↵ects, which also strongly restricts the variation in the analysis. Hence, we follow

Chetty and Hendren (2018b) and rely on a less restrictive, parametric specification to assess

the robustness of our findings to family fixed e↵ects:

yi =
33X

a=1

baIa(ai = a)�odpc +
1991X

c=1983

cIc(ci = c)�odpc+

1992X

a=1983

Ic(ci = c)(⌘1c + ⌘2c ŷpoc) +
33X

a=1

Ia(ai = a)(⇣1a + ⇣2api) + �f + ✏i

(D.8)

Rather than controlling for fixed e↵ects ↵ocpa, this specification linearly controls for the

quality of origin – which is allowed to vary by parental income and cohort – and age at

move by parental income, accounting for the disruption e↵ects of moving at di↵erent ages.

Specifically, the first term in the second line is defined by cohort fixed e↵ects ⌘1c and an

interaction between the cohort dummies ⌘2c and the quality of origin ŷpoc, modeled as the

predicted income of permanent residents at origin o. In turn, the second term is defined by

age at move fixed e↵ects ⇣1a and age at move dummies ⇣2a interacted with parental percentile

rank, pi. Finally, the specification controls for family fixed e↵ects �f , ensuring that causal

place e↵ects solely rely on variation across siblings.

D.4 Overidentification tests

We start by showing that place e↵ects are cohort-specific. The blue line in Figure D.1 displays

the estimates for the exposure rate obtained from eleven separate regressions. In each of

them, we replace the main independent variable – the predicted di↵erence in outcomes for

children of the same cohort – by the predicted di↵erence for other cohorts, born from five

years before to five years after. The coe�cients obtained using adjacent cohorts are quite

similar to the baseline, as regions with better opportunities for a given cohort usually are

also good for other cohorts. In turn, the red line in Figure D.1 plots estimates when all

cohort-specific predictions are simultaneously included in a single regression. Conditional on

the predicted outcomes of their own cohort, all other cohorts’ predictions are statistically
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insignificant, while the true cohort coe�cient approaches the baseline estimate. Hence,

children’s outcomes converge to the outcomes of permanent residents of their own cohort

and other cohorts’ outcomes have little explanatory power. Thus, any omitted variable

possibly driving our results would have to precisely emulate cohort-specific place e↵ects.

In Table D.1, we conduct an analogous exercise for gender and race. For this purpose,

we construct gender-specific predictions and estimate exposure rates in three di↵erent ways:

using the predicted outcomes of the child’s own gender (column 1), the opposite gender’s

prediction (column 2), and both together (column 3). Like the blue line in the previous

exercise, both regressors yield statistically significant estimates, since there is a considerable

correlation between outcomes for boys and girls within regions. Nonetheless, the one based

on the child’s own gender has higher explanatory power. Column 3 replicates the red line

in Figure D.1: controlling for the own gender’s prediction, the coe�cient on the opposite

gender (placebo) is negligible. Columns 4-6 conduct the same exercise for race, showing

similar results and supporting our main analysis.

All estimates up to now have been based on the predicted di↵erences in mean outcomes

across locations. Now we show that place e↵ects also replicate permanent residents’ out-

comes along the income distribution. We construct permanent residents’ predictions for the

probability of being in the top and bottom deciles of the national income distribution in

adulthood. Subsequently, we estimate exposure rates contrasting the distributional predic-

tions with the mean prediction (placebo). Columns 1-2 in Table D.2 show that the top

ten probability is better explained by the distributional prediction than by the mean pre-

diction when running separate regressions. In column 3, a simultaneous regression yields a

significant coe�cient for the distributional prediction, while the coe�cient on the placebo is

zero. Columns 4-6 replicate 1-3 but for the bottom ten probability, with equivalent results.

Thus, the distribution of children’s incomes converges to the distribution of incomes in the

destination in proportion to exposure time.
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Figure D.1: Placebo tests: Cohort-specific convergence
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Notes: This figure presents estimates of the annual childhood exposure e↵ect on children’s income ranks in adulthood using

permanent resident predictions for the child’s own birth cohort and surrounding “placebo” birth cohorts. The series in blue

plots estimates of the exposure e↵ect �t from nine separate regressions, using permanent resident predictions from cohort c+ t

(where t ranges between -5 and 5) as the key independent variables and the outcomes of children in birth cohort c as the

dependent variable. The series in red plots estimates from a single multivariate regression that simultaneously includes all nine

permanent resident predictions t = 5, ..., 5.

Table D.1: Placebo test: Gender- and race-specific convergence

Exposure e↵ect �

Gender Race

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Own Group 0.025⇤⇤⇤ 0.025⇤⇤⇤ 0.022⇤⇤⇤ 0.022⇤⇤⇤

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)

Opposite Group 0.020⇤⇤⇤ -0.000 0.017⇤⇤⇤ 0.000

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002)

Observations 285,912 285,912 285,912 267,614 267,614 267,614

Notes: The table reports estimates of annual childhood exposure e↵ects � using gender- (Columns 1-3) and race-specific

(Columns 4-6) permanent resident predictions. In all columns, the dependent variable is the child’s family income rank at

the age of 24. In both panels, column 1 (4) replaces the predicted outcomes based on all permanent residents in the origin

and destination with predictions based on the outcomes of children who have the same gender (race) as the child who

moves. Column 2 (5) replicates column 1, replacing the own-gender (race) predicted outcomes with the predicted outcomes

of the opposite gender (race). Column 3 (6) combines the variables in columns 1 and 2, including both the own-gender

(race) and placebo other-gender (race) predictions (⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01).
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Table D.2: Placebo test: Distributional convergence

Exposure e↵ect �

Upper Tail Lower Tail

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Distributional prediction 0.031⇤⇤⇤ 0.034⇤⇤⇤ 0.021⇤⇤⇤ 0.022⇤⇤⇤

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Mean Rank prediction 0.000⇤⇤⇤ 0.000 0.000⇤⇤⇤ 0.000⇤⇤

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Observations 285,912 285,912 285,912 285,912 285,912 285,912

Notes: This table reports estimates of annual childhood exposure e↵ects � for upper- and lower-tail outcomes: being in the

top or bottom 10% of the cohort-specific income distribution at the age of 24. Column 1 reports estimates from a regression

of an indicator for being in the top 10% on the di↵erence between permanent residents’ predicted probabilities of being in

the upper tail in the destination vs. the origin. Column 2 replicates column 1 but uses the di↵erence between permanent

residents’ predicted mean ranks on the right-hand side of the regression. Column 3 includes both the (distributional) and

the mean rank prediction. Columns 4-6 replicate columns 1-3 using an indicator for being at the bottom 10% at the age

of 24 as the outcome. In all columns, the sample comprises all children in the primary analysis sample of one-time movers

(⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01).
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